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Boron nitride (BN) is an attractive ceramic material existing in various polymorphic 

structures such as low-density amorphous, turbostratic, explosive, hexagonal, 

rhombohedral phases, and high-density wurtzite and cubic phases. Among these, 

hexagonal (h-BN) and cubic (c-BN) forms of BN have been widely used for various 

industrial applications thanks to their superior properties. For instance, h-BN possesses 

high thermal conductivity, high oxidation resistance, and low friction coefficient in air. On 

the other hand, c-BN is a super hard structural ceramic with a hardness value of ~ 45-70 

GPa, second only to diamond. Its superior chemical stability and oxidation resistance, as 

compared to diamond, makes it the material of choice in cutting and grinding tools, where 

diamond fails.  

The chemical and structural characteristics of h-BN or c-BN strongly depend on 

the starting material used for their synthesis. Among the starting materials, BCNO 

compounds are the most common and widely used precursors for h-BN and c-BN 

synthesis. However, there is lack of understanding on how the chemical and 
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microstructural characteristics of the BCNO precursors impact the formation of BNs and 

the chemical and microstructural characteristics of the BN formed.  

To this end, first BCNO compounds with various chemical/structural 

characteristics have been synthesized by systematically varying starting composition (boric 

acid (H3BO3) - melamine (C3H6N6) ratio) and synthesis temperature. Synthesized BCNOs 

were then subjected to post heat or heat-pressure treatments under equilibrium or non-

equilibrium environments to study the relationship between the chemical and 

microstructural characteristics of the BCNO compounds and their impacts on the formation 

and structural ordering of h-BN and c-BN. It was found that higher H3BO3 content in the 

starting composition promotes h-BN formation and its structural ordering. In addition, post 

heat and heat-pressure treatments also confirmed the above phenomena. The possible 

mechanisms leading to these phenomena are discussed within the framework of 

thermodynamic and kinetic principles.  

It was also found that plasma spraying metastable BCNO compounds results in c-

BN formation without applying external pressure, which, typically higher than 6 GPa, is 

essential for c-BN formation.  Moreover, formation of metastable explosive (e-BN) and 

wurtzite (w-BN) phases of BN was achieved, for the first time, by emulsion detonation 

synthesis (EDS) method at the pressures of 5 and 7 GPa, respectively. The results suggest 

that EDS method has a potential to synthesis metastable and high-density phases of BN.   

   Keywords: Amorphous; Metastable; BCNO; Synthesis; Crystallization; Phase 

evolution; Reaction mechanism; Crystalline; Structural ordering; High density; Low 

density; Cubic boron nitride; Hexagonal boron nitride; Ceramic; High pressure; High 

temperature; Plasma spraying; Emulsion detonation synthesis; Densification; Sintering. 
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Chapter 1.  

 

Introduction 

When talking about ceramics, for many people products that come to his/her mind 

are pottery, sculpture, wares and tiles, which are classified as traditional ceramics. 

However, developments in material science have paved a way to produce a new class of 

ceramics, i.e. advanced ceramics that are currently being used to overcome difficult tasks 

in vast real-life applications. One of the prominent examples of this is diamond, a solid 

form of carbon crystallized in a cubic structure. Diamond is a well-known and commonly 

used structural ceramic with extreme Vickers hardness (Hv) of ~ 50-70 GPa [1, 2]. Cutting 

and grinding tools, wear components, coatings, and semiconductors are only a fraction of 

the application areas of diamond. However, diamond suffers from low chemical and 

thermal stability at high temperatures and deteriorates when used to machine ferrous metals 

or their alloys [3].  

Boron nitride (BN) is a widely used ceramic material that has similar 

crystallographic structure to that of carbon. In recent years, cubic (c-BN) and hexagonal 

(h-BN) forms of BN have received considerable interest due to their unique properties. In 

addition to being the hardest structural ceramic and commercial material, sp3 bonded c-BN 

exhibits high compressive strength and stiffness, high thermal conductivity, and high 

electrical resistivity [4-6]. Moreover, c-BN also shows higher thermal stability as well as 

higher chemical inertness in comparison to diamond [6, 7]. These properties make c-BN 

the material of choice for applications in abrasives, cutting tools, armor materials, and 
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electronic devices [8]. Cubic BN (c-BN) can be synthesized through high pressure-high 

temperature (HPHT) processes e.g. detonation, dynamic shock or static high-pressure 

methods at pressures of 5-50 GPa and at temperatures of 1200-2000°C [4, 8, 9]. However, 

the requirement of the HPHT conditions to synthesize c-BN makes it a challenging task 

due to limitations on the equipment side. Moreover, the HPHT nature of the processes only 

allows the formation of small-scale powders; this also limits the application of the material 

itself. Therefore, there has been an ongoing interest to synthesize high density and super 

hard c-BN at reduced pressure and temperature. Several approaches including precursor 

optimization (smaller particle size of the used precursors, less developed crystallographic 

structures such as amorphous and turbostratic phases), catalysts solvent, supercritical fluid 

and etc. have been performed to overcome these challenges on the synthesis of super hard 

BNs [10-14].  

On the other hand, h-BN form is the most stable BN polymorph and has B and N 

atoms arranged in an sp2 bonded honeycomb layered structure, which is analogous to 

graphite [6]. Its chemical inertness, high thermal conductivity and higher thermal stability 

(compared to graphite) make it a potential candidate for hydrogen storage and 

nanoelectronic devices, where carbon nanotubes and nanosheets are employed [15-18]. 

Moreover, h-BN is widely used in metallurgy, cosmetics, and paints.  

 For the synthesis of BN ceramics, BCNO compounds have been used as starting 

materials, which are typically prepared by a boron bearing (boric acid and boron oxide) 

and nitrogen bearing compounds (melamine, urea) [16, 18-20]. Previous investigators have 

reported that the synthesis conditions and properties of the resultant h-BN or c-BN are 

strongly dependent on the characteristics of the starting BCNO compounds [21-24]. 
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However, detailed information on the starting BCNO compounds or their effect on phases 

and microstructures that develop during the synthesis of c-BN or h-BN is not available. In 

addition, the types of BCNO compounds reported are limited in terms of characteristics 

such as structural development level and chemical composition. Therefore, understanding 

the microstructural development of the various types of BCNO compounds that differ in 

structural disorder, atomic bonding structure, and chemical composition, is required to 

develop advanced strategies to synthesize crystalline BNs at further-reduced transition 

temperature, threshold pressure, or both.  

 This thesis will focus on the synthesis of metastable BN and BCNO compounds 

and will investigate how the synthesis conditions of BCNO such as boric acid (H3BO3) to 

melamine (C3H6N6) molar ratio in the starting composition and heat treatment temperature 

impact the BCNO formation, their chemistry, and degree of crystallinity. Moreover, this 

thesis will also focus on how the above correlation will impact BN formation from BCNO 

and its structural ordering under equilibrium conditions (conventional high pressure and 

high temperature treatments) and non-equilibrium conditions (ultra-fast heating and 

cooling along with the high pressures). 

 

Summary of Contents 

 In this thesis, the chapters 2, 3, 5, 6, and 7 represent five individual articles that are 

published in peer-reviewed material science and ceramic journals. In addition, chapter 4 

represents a manuscript that has been submitted to a peer-reviewed material science 

journal. Chapters 2-5 investigate and focus on the synthesis of BCNO, and formation and 

structural ordering of BN from BCNO at various temperatures and pressures under 
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equilibrium and non-equilibrium conditions. Chapters 6-7 focus on metastable BN 

formation under non-equilibrium conditions – emulsion detonation synthesis. Chapter 8 

provides major conclusions that were obtained through the studies that structured this 

thesis. Chapter 9 paves the way for possible future works that arise from the interpretation 

of the data obtained through the studies as discussed in earlier chapters. Brief summaries 

of each chapter are as follows. 

 Chapter 2 represents the results of the investigation on the formation of BCNO 

compounds that have been synthesized from various H3BO3:C3H6N6 mixtures and at low 

temperature range (400-1000°C). The effect of H3BO3 content in the starting composition 

and heat treatment temperature on the BCNO synthesis and BN formation from BCNO 

were comprehensively investigated. The results indicate that BN forms from BCNO 

compounds. The temperature for BN formation decreases as the BA content in the starting 

composition increases. In addition, the structural ordering of BN formed from BCNO 

compounds increases, as determined by shorter interlayer distances and larger crystallite 

sizes along the a- and c- axes.   In light of the findings of this study, a reaction mechanism 

that governs BN formation from BCNO compounds is suggested and the thermodynamic 

and kinetic aspects of the above phenomena is discussed. 

 Chapter 3 represents the results of the investigation on the formation and structural 

ordering of BN from BCNO at 1 GPa and 1200°C, utilizing BCNO compounds that were 

prepared earlier as discussed in Chapter 2. Results indicate that BN formation and its 

structural ordering is promoted as the H3BO3 content in the starting material and 

temperature increases during the synthesis of BCNO, which well agrees and confirms the 

findings in Chapter 2.  
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 Chapter 4 represents the results of the investigation on the formation and structural 

ordering of BN from BCNO at 1400-1800°C (involving the 3-dimensional structural 

ordering in addition to interlayer distances and crystallite sizes), again utilizing BCNO 

compounds that were prepared earlier as discussed in Chapter 2. Results show that highly 

structurally ordered h-BN that have similar crystallographic features to that of commercial 

h-BN can be synthesized at lower temperatures (1600°C) than the industrially applied 

temperatures (~ 2000°C) by increasing the H3BO3 content in the starting composition. The 

findings in this chapter well agree and complement Chapters 2 and 3.  

 Chapter 5 represents the results of the investigation on BN formation from BCNO 

compounds under extreme temperatures along with fast cooling environments (non-

equilibrium conditions) by subjecting BCNO compounds to plasma spray. Results provide 

direct observation on the formation of super hard cubic phase BN ~ 10-20 nm in size in 

hexagonal matrix by plasma spray without applying any external pressure. Moreover, the 

addition of H3BO3 into BCNO compound increased the yield of the formed c-BN.  

 Chapter 6 represents the results of the investigation on metastable BN formation 

commercial h-BN under extreme temperatures and pressures along with fast cooling 

environments (non-equilibrium conditions) by subjecting BCNO compounds to the newly 

developed emulsion detonation synthesis (EDS) method. Results show that metastable 

explosion phase of BN (e-BN) ~10-20 nm in size is successfully synthesized in h-BN 

matrix at 5 GPa, which indicates that EDS can be a promising pathway to synthesize 

metastable BN phases.  

 Chapter 7 represents the continuation of the work on metastable BN synthesis from 

commercial h-BN using emulsion detonation synthesis. Results show that metastable 
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wurtzite phase of BN (w-BN), that is either embedded or grown from h-BN matrix, from 

nanoscale to ~1 micrometer in size is successfully synthesized at 7 GPa. This indicates that 

EDS can be a promising pathway to synthesize high density and super hard phases of BN. 

 Chapter 8 provides major conclusions of the findings obtained through previous 

chapters. Chapter 9 offers some direction on the basis of the findings discussed in earlier 

chapters and, thus could be considered as future work.   
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Abstract 

We synthesized BCNO compounds and investigated how the synthesis conditions 

impact i) BCNO formation, their chemistry and degree of crystallinity, and ii) BN 

formation from BCNO and its structural ordering. Heating boric acid (H3BO3) and 

melamine (C3H6N6) mixture yields intermediate amorphous BCNO compound. Increasing 

the synthesis temperature, and H3BO3 to C3H6N6 ratio promote BN formation and its 

structural ordering. We propose a possible reaction mechanism for BN formation from 

H3BO3 and C3H6N6 mixture and we explain the observations based on thermodynamic and 

kinetic considerations. An increase in synthesis temperature promotes BN formation since 

the reactions are endothermic. An increase in H3BO3 to C3H6N6 ratio promotes BN 

formation since theoretical BN formation temperature decreases with the above ratio. 

Furthermore, it enhances material transfer and mobility of the BN layer by forming B2O3 

phase. We also propose a processing-structure correlation map that can help determining 

experimental conditions for single-phase amorphous BCNO synthesis. 

 

Keywords: Boron nitride; BCNO; Amorphous; Reaction mechanism; Structural ordering.  

 

Footnotes: A part of the results in this study has been presented at the 39th International 

Conference and Expo on Advanced Ceramics and Composites of The American Ceramic 

Society, Daytona Beach, Florida. 
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1. Introduction  

Boron Nitride (BN) is a well-known ceramic that exists in various polymorphic 

forms such as high-density cubic and wurtzite phases, low-density amorphous, hexagonal, 

rhombohedral, and explosive BN phases [1-6]. In recent years, the high-density cubic form 

of BN (c-BN) has received considerable interest due to its unique properties. c-BN, being 

the hardest commercial structural ceramic, exhibits high compressive strength and 

stiffness, high thermal conductivity, and high electrical resistivity, as well as superior 

thermal stability and chemical inertness in comparison to diamond [7]. Such unique 

properties make c-BN one of the most favorable candidates for applications in abrasives, 

cutting tools, armor materials, and electronic devices [4, 8].  

The low density hexagonal form of BN (h-BN), which has been extensively used 

in a variety of applications, is the most stable BN polymorph under ambient conditions, in 

which B and N atoms are arranged in an sp2 bonded honeycomb layered structure [9]. Its 

chemical inertness, high thermal stability, electrical resistance and thermal conductivity 

make h-BN the material of choice for applications such as high temperature solid lubricants 

in metallurgy and insulators in electronics industry, to name a few [10]. Moreover, the 

superior chemical inertness and thermal stability of h-BN as compared to graphite makes 

it a potential candidate for hydrogen storage and nanoelectronic devices, where carbon 

nanotubes and nanosheets are traditionally employed [11, 12].  

 The BCNO compounds have been used as precursors in the synthesis of c-BN or 

h-BN [13-15]. Prior works have shown that synthesis conditions and properties of the 

resultant c-BN or h-BN strongly correlate with the chemistry and degree of crystallinity of 

the starting materials in the BCNO system. Choi et al. showed a decrease in the threshold 
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pressure and temperature for c-BN formation when the crystallinity of precursor decreased 

[13]. Similarly, Vel et al. obtained an order of magnitude higher yield in c-BN when 

amorphous BN precursor was used instead of crystalline BN precursors [14]. Singh et al. 

showed that the chemistry of BCNO precursor governs the degree of crystallinity in the 

resultant h-BN [15]. Zhang et al. obtained various quantities of crystalline and amorphous 

BN by altering precursor chemistries in the synthesis of BCNO [16].  

In these previous studies, valuable attempts were made to establish correlations 

between the chemistry and degree of crystallinity of BCNO precursor and the formation of 

BN. Nonetheless, systematic studies are lacking on i) the synthesis of BCNO compounds 

with various chemistries and degrees of crystallinity, and ii) the formation of BN from 

BCNO compounds over a wide range of compositions and temperatures. Therefore, we 

have undertaken a study to investigate how synthesis conditions impact (i) the formation 

of BCNO compounds and their chemical and microstructural characteristics, and (ii) the 

formation of BN from BCNO compounds and its structural ordering. Furthermore, to 

explain the findings obtained through the investigation, we have proposed a possible 

reaction mechanism within the frameworks of thermodynamics and kinetics principles. We 

also have proposed a processing-structure correlation map which may help synthesize 

single-phase amorphous BCNO compounds. 

 

2. Experimental Procedures 

2.1 Powder Synthesis  

 Boric acid (H3BO3; Optibor®, U.S. Borax, Inc., California) and melamine 

(C3N6H6; MelaminebyDSMTM, DSM, Netherlands) were chosen as starting materials to 
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synthesize BCNO compounds based on their commercial availability and cost 

effectiveness compared to other raw materials such as elemental boron and urea (source 

for N). In this study, the H3BO3:C3N6H6 (hereafter referred to as BA:M) molar ratio was 

varied as 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 3:1 and 6:1 to study its effect on BCNO chemistry, and 

phase/microstructure development. Molar ratios higher than 6:1 were not considered due 

to the excessive residual H3BO3 content in the resultant BCNO even if a high synthesis 

temperature were used [17]. Similarly, the lowest molar ratio was limited to 1:1 to avoid 

excessive sublimation of melamine (C3N6H6) [17]. A solid-state two-step heating process 

was chosen for synthesizing BCNO because of its simplicity and the fact that it requires 

relatively shorter times compared to wet-chemical methods. As such, it is more suitable for 

the synthesis of relatively larger quantities of BCNO. 

Thermal gravimetric analysis (TGA) and differential thermal analysis (DTA) were 

undertaken using a TA Instruments (Delaware) Q600 analyzer under N2 atmosphere (10 

°C/min heating rate) to assess the thermal reaction behavior of the starting 1:1 BA:M molar 

mixture. The heat and weight loss curves (Supplementary Fig. 1) show that the starting 

materials experience noticeable reactions up to 350°C, followed by gradual changes from 

350°C to 1000°C. Based on the thermal analyses results, the temperatures for studying the 

BCNO formation as a function of BA:M molar ratio were chosen as 400, 500, 600, 800, 

900, and 1000°C. In addition, as the heating temperature goes over 1000°C, the formation 

of BN becomes more prominent than the formation of BCNO [10]. Since this study focuses 

more on the synthesis of BCNO compounds and the intitial stage of BN formation than the 

synthesis of BN, we limited the temperature to a lower range, up to 1000°C. 
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 Initial heat treatments were conducted at 200°C in atmospheric air for 2 hours using 

a muffle furnace to remove moisture. Powders thus obtained were crushed and sieved 

through a #200 sieve to enhance particle size uniformity. Final heat treatments were 

conducted while maintaining nitrogen gas flow rate at 2 L/min in a tubular furnace. A 

heating rate of 240 °C/hour was used. The isothermal dwell time was set to 3 hours in each 

experiment. Next, the tubular furnace was cooled down naturally to room temperature from 

the heat treatment temperature. The average cooling rate of the samples ranged from 70 

°C/hour to 53 °C/hour when cooled from 1000°C and 400°C, respectively. The average 

cooling rate of the samples was in between these limits for intermediate processing 

temperatures. 

 2.2 Characterization  

Synthesized BCNO compounds were crushed and sieved through a #200 sieve and 

held in a drying furnace at 110°C for 24 hours before ensuing analytical analyses. X-ray 

diffraction (XRD) was used for qualitative phase analysis, assessment of crystallinity and 

the size of the crystallites using a PANalytical (Netherlands) X’Pert Diffractometer at 

45kV and 40 mA with Cu Kα (λ=1.540598 Å) radiation at a scanning rate of 0.04°min−1. 

Crystallite sizes (L) for BN were calculated from the Scherrer equation [18]. 

L =(K×λ)/(β×cosθ), where K is a dimensionless shape factor (0.9 for (002) plane), λ is the 

wavelength of X-ray beam (Cu Kα, 1.540598 Å), β is the full width half maximum 

(FWHM) of diffraction peak (radian), and θ is Bragg angle (degree).  

Fourier Transform infrared (FTIR) spectroscopy was used to assess the chemical 

bonding characteristics in BCNO using a Mattson Instruments (Wisconsin) Galaxy 5000 

Series spectrometer (KBr pellet technique). Field-emission scanning electron microscopy 
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(FE-SEM) was used to observe powder morphologies using a Zeiss-Sigma (Germany) FE-

SEM. Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used to analyze chemical 

compositions using an Oxford-XMaX80 (United Kingdom) EDX detector that was coupled 

to FE-SEM with an operating voltage at 5 keV. Combustion analysis (CA) was used to 

determine the carbon content of synthesized powders using LECO Corp. (Michigan) CS-

230 carbon analyzer. High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 

investigations were carried out to study the morphology, crystal structure, and interlayer 

distance using a Philips (Netherlands) FEI CM-300 microscope with incident electron 

beam energy of 300 keV. Chemical bonding characteristic of synthesized BCNO was also 

investigated by means of electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) using Gatan 200 EELS 

system coupled to the HRTEM.  

 

3. Results 

Figure 1 shows the chemical compositions of synthesized compounds based on 

EDX analyses. All synthesized compounds show the elemental signals of boron, carbon, 

nitrogen, and oxygen on their EDX spectra, confirming they are BCNO compounds. For 

all BA:M ratios, boron and oxygen contents increased and carbon and nitrogen contents 

decreased as synthesis temperature increased up to certain intermediate temperatures: 

800°C for BA:M=1:1 and 3:1; 600°C for BA:M=6:1. We attribute this trend to the higher 

degree of decomposition of melamine with increasing temperature in comparison to boric 

acid. As the temperature further increased over the certain intermediate temperatures boron 

and nitrogen contents further increased while oxygen content dramatically decreased. This 

can be attributed to either increased evaporation of boric acid at high temperature or 
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enhanced release of oxygen accompanied by advances in reactions. The trend in carbon 

content was further confirmed using combustion analysis since the EDX technique may 

have also detected carbon from the carbon tape used as a sample holder. Table 1 shows the 

carbon content of the synthesized BCNOs as a function of BA:M ratio and synthesis 

temperature. For all ratios, carbon content decreased with increasing synthesis temperature, 

and only little amounts of carbon were detected as the synthesis temperature increased to 

1000°C: e.g. 3.2 wt. % for BA:M=1:1 and around 0.2 and 0.3 wt. % for BA:M=3:1 and 

6:1, respectively. The carbon content results by combustion analysis as well as the yield 

data as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 support enhanced release of carbon and oxygen 

accompanied by advances in reactions.  Actual numbers of all the elemental analyses data 

can be found in the Supplementary Table 1.  

To identify the effects of synthesis temperatures on long-range crystallographic 

order of BCNO compounds, we employed XRD analyses. Fig. 2 shows XRD patterns of 

BCNO compounds, including those of the products after initial heat treatment at 200˚C. 

Melamine diborate (C3H6N6
2H3BO3) was observed in all the initial heat treatment 

products. As BA:M ratio increased, residual boric acid was also observed, showing 

increase in peak intensities with increasing BA:M ratio. BCNO compounds synthesized 

between 400 and 800°C exhibit broad humps at low diffraction angles (2θ=20~30° and 

40~45°) for all ratios, indicating that they have amorphous structure. Increasing the 

synthesis temperature to 900°C for BA:M=3:1 and 6:1 revealed Bragg peaks around 

2θ≈26.3 that are consistent with the (002) reflection of BN with a hexagonal unit cell [19, 

20]. This indicated that a crystalline BN phase with hexagonal unit cell formed (nucleated) 

within the amorphous BCNO matrix. Further increasing the synthesis temperature to 
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1000°C resulted in higher intensities of BN (002) peaks, suggesting that an increase in 

synthesis temperature promoted the formation of BN. On the other hand, BA:M=2:1 

showed BN (002) peak only in the 1000°C sample, while BA:M=1:1 showed no crystalline 

peak up to 1000˚C. We also observed a decrease in the widths of the amorphous hump 

around 2=25-30° as BA:M ratio increases. These observations suggest that increase in 

BA:M ratio promotes the formation of BN as well. Taken together, it seems that the effect 

of BA:M ratio on the BN formation becomes less prominent with an increase in the 

synthesis temperature, and vice versa. But the data in this study is limited to unambigiuosly 

claim the above pheonomena. A more detailed discussion will be provided in the 

continuing paper. 

FE-SEM imaging was conducted to observe the morphologies. BCNO compounds 

showed irregular shapes and did not show notable change depending on BA:M ratio and 

synthesis temperature. Representative SEM micrographs of BCNO compounds are 

provided in the Supplementary Fig. 3.  

Based on the position of the BN (002) peak, interplanar distance (d002) was 

calculated, which corresponds to the distance between (002) planes along c-axis in 

hexagonal unit cell. Figure 3 shows the variation of d002 as a function of BA:M ratio and 

synthesis temperature, including classification guidelines for BNs with hexagonal unit cell. 

Thomas and O’Connor classified BNs with hexagonal unit cell into three sub-polytypes, 

based on the values of d002 and crystallite sizes: turbostratic (t-BN), mesographitic (m-BN) 

and highly ordered (h-BN) [20]. Among these, t-BN and m-BN are the intermediate 

structures that form prior to the formation of highly ordered h-BN [20, 21]. They exhibit a 

lack of three-dimensional order compared to highly ordered h-BN. The stacking layers at 
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(002) planes are disordered, resulting in shorter coherence lengths and larger interplanar 

distances (d002) along the c-axis [2, 19, 20]. In terms of d002 values Thomas and O’Connor 

approximately classifies t-BN and m-BN as having d002>~0.350 nm and 

0.333<d002<~0.350 nm, respectively, as compared to highly ordered h-BN, d002=0.333 nm 

[20, 22]. Based on the criteria and calculated values for d002 the BNs formed can be 

classified to m-BN. As BA:M ratio increases, the observed d002 values decreased, getting 

close to the value of highly ordered h-BN. This indicates that increasing the BA:M ratio 

promotes BN to advance its structural ordering. 

We employed FTIR spectroscopy to complement the XRD analysis by probing the 

changes in the local structure and the chemical bonding characteristics. Figure 4 shows the 

FTIR spectra of BCNO compounds synthesized at 400, 500, 600 and 800°C. The spectra 

for 900 and 1000°C were not included as BN dominates the vibration spectra and do not 

add anything further to the present discussion. One common vibrational mode that was 

observed in all spectra is the absorption band appearing from 3200 to 3700 cm-1, which is 

attributed to hydroxyl or water groups [23]. The band at around 2400 cm-1 is due to the 

presence of atmospheric CO2 and can be disregarded [24]. The broad band observed from 

1100 to 1800 cm-1 is attributed to the asymmetric stretching of B-O-B rings in BO3 and 

BO4 units, and B–O stretching vibrations in metaborate chains and orthoborates [25, 26]. 

The broader features around 800 and 1350 cm-1 are attributed to amorphous sp2-bonding 

in BN [27]. Additionally, absorption bands were observed near 1300, 1600 and 2170 cm-1, 

which were attributed to C-N bonding [28, 29]. The absorption spectrum of highly ordered 

crystalline h-BN is characterized by two narrow bands at 800 cm-1 and 1367 cm-1, 

representing the B-N-B bending and B-N stretching vibration modes, respectively [30]. 
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The vibrational spectra of t-BN and m-BN are very similar to that of h-BN [23]. The 

characteristic bands of crystalline BN at 800 cm-1 and 1367 cm-1 were not discernible on 

the FTIR spectra of BCNO compounds synthesized at T600°C and for BA:M2:1, of 

which spectra are dominated by vibrational modes associated with structural units of meta- 

and orthoborates (1100~1800 cm-1) [25, 26]. On the other hand, the characteristic bands of 

crystalline BN (800 cm-1 and 1367 cm-1) are discernible for BCNO compounds synthesized 

at temperatures as low as 600°C for BA:M=3:1 and 500°C for BA:M=6:1. BCNO 

compounds synthesized at 800°C exhibited pronounced absorption bands of crystalline BN 

at 800 and 1367 cm-1 for all BA:M ratios. FTIR analysis supports the observations made 

based on XRD analysis, i.e., increases in synthesis temperature and BA:M ratio promotes 

crystalline BN formation. In terms of synthesis temperature where BN formation observed, 

the two analysis methods show a difference: for BA:M=6:1, XRD (800-900°C) and FTIR 

(400-500°C). The difference originates from the detection limits of the techniques, XRD 

analysis being less sensitive to the detection of small crystallites in the presence of a 

pronounced amorphous phase (cf. Fig. 2).  

 To obtain more direct evidence of BN formation from amorphous BCNO 

compounds we employed HRTEM and EELS for BA:M=6:1, as shown in Fig. 5. Here, 

Fig. 5a corresponds to the microstructure of the 400°C sample, showing an amorphous 

structure, i.e., no ordered lattice formation. On the other hand, 500°C sample (Fig. 5b) 

showed localized regions displaying ordered lattice formation. The lattice spacing 

measured from the ordered structure is ~0.37 +/- .02 nm, indicating that these 

nanocrystalline regions are t-BN. The images for the 600°C sample (Fig. 5c) shows 

nanocrystalline regions with increased sizes and decreased lattice spacing (~0.34 nm), 
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which lies in the m-BN range. The HRTEM images for BA:M=3:1 can be found in 

Supplementary Fig. 4, among which only 600°C sample showed nanocrystalline regions. 

The plots next to TEM images in Fig. 5 show EELS spectra for each sample. We monitored 

the sigma (σ) and pi (π) bonding of boron, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen by probing the K-

edges of each element.  Specifically, the K-edges associated with sigma (σ) and pi (π) 

bonds in B at 191.6 and 198.7 eV, C at 285.0 and 296.0 eV, N at 398.0 and 407.0 eV, and 

O at 531.0 and 538.0 eV, respectively [31-33].  The 400°C sample (Fig. 5a) showed no 

clear distinction between the σ and π bonds, suggesting that there is no crystalline ordering 

within the BCNO amorphous matrix. On the other hand, the 500°C and 600°C samples 

showed clear distinction between σ and π bonds, indicating the presence of sp2 bonded BN 

layers. These HRTEM/EELS analyses support the results obtained from the XRD and FTIR 

analyses.   

  Based on these characterizations results, we propose a processing-structure 

correlation map that can help in the synthesis of single-phase amorphous BCNO 

compounds as shown in Fig. 6. The points represent the temperatures where the formation 

of crystalline BN (structural ordering) was observed either indirectly by FTIR analysis (for 

BA:M=1:1 and 2:1) or directly by HRTEM analysis (for BA:M=3:1 and 6:1). We also 

included the experimental result by Gautam et al. who showed the formation of 2D h-BN 

layers for BA:M=9:1 at 300°C [34]. The plot shows a clear trend, i.e., an increase in the 

BA:M ratio promotes the formation of BN at lower temperatures. Moreover, the plot 

indicates that it is possible to obtain fully amorphous BCNO by the judicious choice of 

processing temperature and BA:M ratio over wide ranges, which span 400-600°C for 

temperature and 1:1-6:1 for BA:M ratio. 
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4. Discussion 

Through the foregoing analyses we observed that i) heating boric acid and 

melamine (BA+M) yields amorphous BCNO as intermediate compound, ii) higher heating 

temperatures promote formation of crystalline BN with varying degree of structural 

ordering from amorphous BCNO, and iii) increasing the BA:M ratio promotes formation 

of crystalline BN at lower temperatures and advances its structural ordering at certain 

temperatures. To explain these observations, we propose a possible reaction mechanism 

including both thermodynamic and kinetic considerations.  

4.1 Reaction mechanism 

Several groups suggested reaction mechanisms for the formation of BN using 

different starting materials systems. Hubáček et. al. provided a comprehensive review for 

the starting systems of H3BO3/B2O3+NH3 and H3BO3/B2O3+CO(NH2)2, which contain no 

or lower contents of carbon compared to the system (H3BO3+C3H6N6) investigated in this 

study [35]. They proposed a reaction mechanism involving the formation of an 

intermediate compound, HO(BN)xH (where x is proportional to the size of a BN 

monolayer), which has hexagonal symmetry. With an increase in heating temperature, 

planar boron nitride network forms and grows by linking the surrounding HOBNH 

monomers and at T>1000°C the intermediate compound yields BN and B2O3, with volatile 

gases (N2 and H2) and H2O evolving as reaction byproducts. The degree of structural 

ordering was postulated to depend on the number of the linked layers, i.e. 26 layers of BN 

for t-BN and 188 layers for highly ordered h-BN. For B2O3+C system, Aydogdu et. al. 

proposed a carbothermic formation of BN through the reaction of gaseous B2O3 with solid 

C in N2 gas flow [36]. For the H3BO3+CO(NH2)2+Na2CO3 system, Ҫamurlu et. al. 
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proposed the so-called ionic mechanism, through which BN forms by the reaction between 

borate ions and dissolved nitrogen in borate melt [37]. Considering the low solubility of 

the nitrogen in the B2O3 melt (0.1% at 1200˚C) [38], this mechanism is unlikely to be the 

major mechanism in the formation of BN in BCNO matrix in this study. 

However, we have found no study on the reaction mechanism for BN formation 

from H3BO3+C3H6N6 system. Thus, here we propose a reaction mechanism for BN 

formation from H3BO3+C3H6N6 system, based on literature reports, assumptions, and the 

experimental observations reported herein. Because of the similarity in the starting 

systems, we assumed the reaction mechanism for H3BO3+C3H6N6 is similar to that for the 

H3BO3+CO(NH2)2 system suggested by Hubáček et al., except that C3H6N6 contains a 

higher amount of carbon than CO(NH2)2. For BA:M=2:1, a possible overall reaction can 

be expressed as follows. 

 

2𝐻3𝐵𝑂3(𝑠) +  𝐶3𝐻6𝑁6(𝑠)

→ 𝐵𝑁(𝑠) +
1

2
𝐵2𝑂3 + 3𝑁𝐻3(𝑔) + 3𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 𝑁2(𝑔) +

3

2
𝐻2𝑂(𝑔) 

(1) 

 

Our choise of BN and B2O3 as solid reaction products in Eq. 1 are based on the 

study reported by Hagio et al. and our own observations.  Hagio et al. studied the formation 

and structural ordering of h-BN by heating melamine diborate (C3H6N6·2H3BO3) and 

showed that BN and B2O3 formed as reaction products [39]. We also observed BN 

formation along with formation of B2O3 after post heat-pressure treatment of BCNO 

compounds, as shown in the accompanying article.  For the overall reaction (Eq. 1), we 

propose two intermediate reactions (see Eqs. 2 and 3 below) based on the formation of 
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BCNO as intermediate compound and the TGA curve of BA+M mixture (BA:M=2:1, see 

Fig. 7). The TGA curve shows stepwise weight losses, i.e., one big/sharp weight loss up to 

around 350°C, including H2O evolution around 100°C, and another small/gradual weight 

loss above that temperature. Accordingly, we divided the overall reaction (Eq. 1) into two 

steps. For the first step (up to 350°C), the possible reactions are as follows. Boric acid 

(H3BO3) loses its absorbed and structural water over the RT-200°C range, and forms 

metaboric acid (HBO2) [40]. The HBO2 thus formed then reacts with melamine (C3H6N6) 

to form melamine diborate (C3H6N6·2H3BO3), which was confirmed by XRD (see Fig. 2). 

As temperature increases further, NH3 and additional H2O are expelled over the 200-350°C 

range, resulting in the formation of BCNO as an intermediate compound (Eq. 2) [41, 42].  

 

2𝐻3𝐵𝑂3(𝑠) +  𝐶3𝐻6𝑁6(𝑠) → 𝐵2𝐶3𝑁3𝑂4.5(𝑠) + 3𝑁𝐻3(𝑔) +
3

2
𝐻2𝑂(𝑔) (2) 

 

For the second step, gases such as CO and N2 evolve from the BCNO as the 

temperature is further increased, which results in the formation of BN and B2O3 as shown 

below.  

 

𝐵2𝐶3𝑁3𝑂4.5(𝑠) → 𝐵𝑁(𝑠) +
1

2
𝐵2𝑂3(𝑔) + 3𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 𝑁2(𝑔) (3) 

 

Here, the composition of a BCNO compound is variable and depends on the species 

and amounts of gases assumed to evolve. In Eq. 3, we matched that the composition and 

amounts of evolving gases to match the weight loss estimated through TGA curve and the 

product yield as shown in Supplementary Fig. 2 as close as possible. 
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The intermediate compound (BCNO) that is suggested in this study is similar to 

those suggested by Hubáček et al. (HOBNH or HO(BN)xH) for the H3BO3+CO(NH2)2 

system. However, the intermediate compound in this study contained carbon and no 

hydrogen. The existence of carbon in the intermediate compound in this study is supported 

by the chemical analyses data (EDX and combustion methods) and seems logical 

considering the larger amount of carbon in melamine (C3H6N6) compared to that in urea 

(CO(NH2)2). Regarding hydrogen, it is possible that the intermediate compound contains 

hydrogen as a form of -OH group as suggested by Hubáček et al., though we assumed that 

hydrogen is expelled as H2O in the first reaction step (see Eq. 2). However, it is difficult to 

solely attribute the observed –OH vibrational modes to –OH groups based on FTIR analysis 

alone. That is so because such –OH modes may originate from absorbed H2O as well.  

For higher BA:M ratio, e.g. BA:M=6:1, we modified the reaction equations as 

follows.  

 6𝐻3𝐵𝑂3(𝑠) +  𝐶3𝐻6𝑁6(𝑠)

→ 2𝐵𝑁(𝑠) + 2𝐵2𝑂3(𝑠) + 2𝑁𝐻3(𝑔) + 3𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 𝑁2(𝑔) + 9𝐻2𝑂(𝑔)  

(

(4) 

 

The overall reaction for BA:M=6:1 (Eq. 4) can be divided into 2 intermediate 

reactions in a similar manner to BA:M=2:1, and the intermediate reactions can be 

expressed as shown in Eqs. 5 and 6.  

 

6𝐻3𝐵𝑂3(𝑠) +  𝐶3𝐻6𝑁6(𝑠) → 𝐵6𝐶3𝑁4𝑂9(𝑠)
+ 2𝑁𝐻3(𝑔) + 9𝐻2𝑂(𝑔)  (5) 

𝐵6𝐶3𝑁4𝑂9(𝑠)
→ 2𝐵𝑁(𝑠) + 2𝐵2𝑂3(𝑠) + 3𝐶𝑂(𝑔) + 𝑁2(𝑔)  (6) 
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4.2 Thermodynamic considerations 

Based on the proposed reactions, we calculated the corresponding changes in 

enthalpies and Gibbs free energies to gain thermodynamic insight to the reactions under 

consideration. The standard enthalpy of formation (∆𝐻𝑓
°) of the overall reaction was 

calculated as ∆𝐻𝑓
°=321 kJ/mol for Eq. 1 (BA:M=2) and as ∆𝐻𝑓

°=612 kJ/mole for Eq. 4 

(BA:M=6:1), by using NIST-JANAF thermochemical database [43, 44]. As the calculated 

∆𝐻𝑓
°  data show, the formation of BN through the intermediate BCNO phase is strongly 

endothermic for all BA:M ratios considered in this study. Hence, an increase in temperature 

should shift the reactions (Eqs. 1 and 4) to the right as per the Van’t Hoff relation, 

 

∂𝑙𝑛(𝐾)

∂𝑙𝑛(1
𝑇⁄ )

= −
∆𝐻𝑓

°

𝑅
 (7) 

 

where K is the equilibrium constant, R is the universal gas constant and T is the 

absolute temperature [45]. As shown above, the consideration of enthalpies of formation 

can explain the effect of temperature on the formation of BN from BA+M mixtures, i.e., 

an increase in synthesis temperature promotes BN formation since the reactions involved 

are endothermic. However, such consideration does not explain the effect of BA:M ratio 

on the formation of BN –i.e., an increase in BA:M ratio promotes BN to form at a lower 

temperature and enhances its structural ordering at certain temperatures. 

Consequently, we calculated and compared the temperature dependences of Gibbs 

free energies (Gf) for BA:M=2:1 (Eq. 1) and BA:M=6:1 (Eq. 4) to understand the effect 

of BA:M ratio on the formation of BN. Figure 8 shows the Gibbs free energies calculated 
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for the ratios as a function of temperature. Temperature dependence of Gibbs free energy 

is negative for both ratios, indicating that the BN formation entropies of the reactions are 

positive. A more important and interesting point to note is that the temperature dependence 

of Gibbs free energy (the slope of Gf vs temperature) for BA:M=6:1 is more negative 

than that of BA:M=2:1. This, in turn, leads to lower theoretical BN formation temperature 

for BA:M=6:1 than BA:M=2:1, which can clearly explain the observation we made, i.e., 

an increase in BA:M ratio promotes BN formation at lower temperature.  

We point out that we passed a high-volume rate nitrogen flow (2 L/min) over 

reactions studied herein to ascertain that gas phase equilibria was never reached, which 

would otherwise choke the reactions. The nitrogen flow passed over the “system” was at 

ambient pressure (~1 atm) and of high flow rate with high enough escape velocity on the 

exit side (the exit gas was bubbled through a flask). For any chemical reaction under 

isothermal and isobaric conditions such as the ones considered in this study, 

GRx=RTln(Q/K), which is GRx <0 for Q<K (GRx is Gibbs free energy of the reaction, Q 

is the activity quotient, and K is the equilibrium constant).  We have ensured Q<K in the 

study presented herein by flowing a high-volume rate nitrogen gas.  

We note that the theoretical temperature for BN formation (~460°C) is close to the 

observed temperature (between 400 and 500°C) for BA:M=6:1, but for BA:M=2:1 there is 

a considerable difference between theoretical temperature (~1200°C) and observed one 

(between 900 and 1000°C). The discrepancy may be related possible differences between 

proposed reactions and reactions that actually occur, for example, in terms of the 

components and amounts of evolving gases and possible evaporation of B2O3 with 

increasing temperature. The discrepancy could be reduced by observing the actual gases 
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evolving during reactions in-situ with the help of mass spectroscopy, which is beyond the 

scope of this study. We also note no study is available attempting to explain the governing 

reactions for BN formation from BA+M mixture or other similar systems by using 

thermodynamic analyses such as the ones presented herein. Hence, the analyses presented 

in this study constitute a foundation for further thermodynamic modeling of formation 

reactions in ensuing future studies. 

 

 4.3 Kinetic considerations 

In the foregoing discussion, which we based on derived formation reactions and 

related thermodynamic considerations, we were able to explain why an increase in BA:M 

ratio reduced the theoretical BN formation temperature. Moreover, the associated advance 

in structural ordering of the formed BN can be further explained by kinetic considerations. 

As shown in the foregoing chemical equations, the BN formation from BA+M mixture (or 

BA+Urea mixture) is accompanied by B2O3 formation and an increase in BA:M ratio leads 

to the formation of additional B2O3, which melts around 450˚C [46]. Once liquid B2O3 

forms, it would enhance material transfer and layer mobility for the formed BN and thus 

enhance its structural ordering as suggested and evidenced by several groups. For instance, 

Thomas et al. showed that the presence of B2O3 promoted the ordering from t-BN to h-BN 

[20]. Hagio et al. revealed that removal of excess B2O3 from the starting BN specimen 

suppressed the advance of structural ordering upon heat treatment [39]. In another study, 

Ҫamurlu et al. showed that additions of sodium carbonate to amorphous BN, which forms 

sodium borate melt when heated, improved h-BN crystal growth as well as yield [37]. 

These findings indicated that formation of B2O3, as a byproduct, plays an important role in 
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enhancing the kinetics of structural ordering of the formed BN. In summary, increasing 

BA:M ratio produces two-fold effect: i) it promotes BN formation at lower temperatures 

by reducing the theoretical BN formation temperature, and ii) it promotes structural 

ordering of formed BN by enhancing material transfer and mobility of individual BN 

layers. 

 

5. Concluding Remarks 

We synthesized BCNO compounds with various chemistries and degrees of 

crystallinity by systematically varying the H3BO3 to C3H6N6 ratio in the starting 

composition and the synthesis temperature. We investigated how the synthesis conditions 

impacted i) the formation of BCNO compounds and their chemistries and degrees of 

crystallinity and ii) the formation of BN from BCNO compounds and its structural 

ordering.  

Through XRD, FTIR, HRTEM, and EELS analyses we observed that: i) heating 

the H3BO3 and C3H6N6 mixture yields amorphous BCNO as intermediate compounds, ii) 

increase in synthesis temperature promotes crystalline BN formation from amorphous 

BCNO compounds, and iii) increasing the H3BO3 to C3H6N6 ratio promotes BN formation 

at lower temperatures and advances its structural ordering at certain temperatures. We 

proposed a reaction mechanism for the BN formation from H3BO3 and C3H6N6 mixture 

and explained the observations based on thermodynamic and kinetic considerations. An 

increase in the synthesis temperature promotes BN formation since the reactions are 

endothermic. Increase in H3BO3:C3H6N6 ratio promotes BN formation since the theoretical 

temperature for BN formation decreases with the increase in H3BO3:C3H6N6 molar ratio. 
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Furthermore, an increase in the H3BO3:C3H6N6 molar ratio promotes the structural ordering 

of the formed BN because it enhances material transfer and mobility of individual BN 

layers by forming additional amounts of the B2O3 phase. We also proposed a processing-

structure correlation map that can help synthesize single-phase amorphous BCNO 

compounds.   
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Tables 

Table 1. Representative carbon content (wt. %) of BCNOs prepared using BA:M ratios of 

1:1, 3:1, and 6:1 with synthesis temperatures of 400°C≤T≤1000°C based on combustion 

analysis.  

Starting BA:M 

Ratio  

Synthesis Temperature  

 400°C 600°C 800°C 1000°C 

1:1 26.0 24.1 6.5 3.2 

3:1 11.6 10.5 3.6 0.2 

6:1 5.6 4.3 1.2 0.3 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. Representative variations of BCNO chemical composition as a function of BA:M 

ratio and temperature in the range 400-1000°C. 
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Figure 2. X-ray spectra showing phase and long-range crystallographic structure evolution 

in BCNO as a function of temperature in the range 400-1000°C for various BA:M ratios. 
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Figure 3. The variation of d002 spacing as a function of BA:M ratio in the isothermal 

synthesis of BCNO over the range 900-1000°C.  
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Figure 4. Representative variations in the vibrational spectra of BCNO as a function of 

BA:M ratio and temperature in the range 400-800°C: a) 400°C, b) 500°C, c) 600°C and d) 

800°C. Included in the plots are the vibration spectra of reference materials (h-BN, H3BO3, 

C3H6N6, and B2O3). At temperatures as low as 500°C, B-N bending and stretching 

vibrations become discernable in the FTIR spectra for BA:M=6:1 ratio. 
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Figure 5. Representative TEM micrographs and associated EELS spectra of BCNO for 

BA:M=6:1 ratio and synthesis temperature a) 400°C, b) 500°C, and c) 600°C. 
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Figure 6. Processing-structure correlation map for synthesizing single phase amorphous 

BCNO. The temperature for the nucleation of crystalline BN, as determined from FTIR 

and HRTEM/EELS analyses, decreases quasi-linearly with increasing H3BO3:C3H6N6 

molar ratio. Combinations of temperature and H3BO3:C3H6N6 molar ratio that fall below 

the dashed line result in the formation of single phase amorphous BCNO compounds, while 

the combinations above the line result in the formation of nanocrystalline BN in the 

amorphous matrix.  
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Figure 7. TGA curve for the mixture of BA:M=2:1, showing weight changes and 

prominent temperatures during the heating from room temperature to 1000°C.  
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Figure 8. Comparison of temperature dependence of formation Gibbs free energy for BN 

formation from H3BO3 and C3H6N6 mixture for BA:M=2:1 (black dots) and 6:1 (red dots), 

showing a drastic decrease in the theoretical temperature of BN formation by 700°C. 
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Supplementary Figures  

 
 

Supplementary Figure 1. TGA curve for the mixture of BA:M=1:1.  

 

Supplementary Fig. 1 depicts that the starting mixture of BA:M=1:1 experience 

noticeable weight loss up to 350°C, resulting in approximately 67 wt % loss. The TGA 

curve shows gradual changes, e.g.13 wt % loss. from 350°C to 800°C.  
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Supplementary Figure 2. The variation of BCNO yields as a function of BA:M ratio in 

the temperature range 400-1000°C, calculated from the measured weights of the starting 

mixture (BA+M) and the final BCNO compounds.  

 

Heat treatments at 400°C yielded approximately 32 wt.% loss on average for all 

ratios. BA:M=1:1 ratio, which has the highest melamine content in the starting 

composition, resulted in a large weight loss when the synthesis temperature increased to 

1000°C (13.4 wt.%). This is attributed to the higher degree of decomposition of melamine 

with increasing synthesis temperature as compared to boric acid. Increasing BA:M ratio up 

to 3:1 resulted in higher yields. The highest yield for 1000°C samples was obtained for 

BA:M=3:1 ratio (35.5 wt.%). Further increase in BA:M ratio to 6:1 resulted in relatively 

lower yield than that for 3:1, which can be due to either increased evaporation of boric acid 

or more releases of carbon and oxygen during heating. The results of EDX analysis (Fig. 

1c) support the release of carbon and oxygen during heating.  
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Supplementary Figure 3. Representative FE-SEM micrographs of BCNO compounds 

synthesized at 1000°C using a) 1:1, b) 3:1, and c) 6:1 of BA:M ratios. Scale bars in 

micrographs correspond to 10 μm.  
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Supplementary Figure 4. Representative TEM micrographs of BCNO for BA:M= 3:1 and 

synthesis temperature a) 400°C, b) 500°C, and c) 600°C. 

 

Supplementary Fig. 4 shows the representative TEM micrographs of BCNO 

compounds prepared using 3:1 molar ratio of BA:M. Suppl. Fig.3a and 3b corresponds to 

the microstructure of sample heat treated at 400°C and 500°C, both showing amorphous 

structure, i.e., no ordered lattice formation. On the other hand, the 600°C sample (Suppl. 

Fig.4c) had localized regions that displayed ordered lattice formation. The lattice spacing 

measured from the ordered structure is ~0.365 nm, indicating that these nanocrystalline 

regions are t-BN. 
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Supplementary Table 

 
Supplementary Table 1. Representative elemental analysis results of BCNOs prepared 

using BA:M ratios of 1:1, 3:1, and 6:1 with synthesis temperatures of 400°C ≤ T ≤ 1000°C 

based on EDX analyses.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Synthesis Conditions Elemental Analysis (wt. %) 

Starting 

BA:M Ratio 

Synthesis  

Temperature (°C) 

Boron Nitrogen Carbon Oxygen 

1:1 400 7.6 51.6 28.9 11.9 

 600 10.7 44.9 25.4 19.0 

 8000 23.1 24.1 12.8 40.0 

 1000 31.9 49.7 11.2 7.2 

3:1 400 11.1 41.6 22.6 24.7 

 600 19.3 31.8 15.6 33.3 

 800 23.9 19.8 8.4 47.9 

 1000 33.0 47.4 8.1 11.5 

6:1 400 17.7 24.3 13.4 44.6 

 600 23.5 18.2 7.9 50.4 

 800 28.5 23.1 6.0 42.4 

 1000 32.1 37.3 6.2 24.4 
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Abstract 

We investigated the correlation between the synthesis conditions of BCNO 

compounds and the formation and structure ordering of BN by subjecting BCNO 

compounds to a post heat-pressure treatment at 1200˚C and 1 GPa. We made a direct 

observation that BN grains form from BCNO matrix. We found that the formation and 

structural ordering of BN strongly depend on the synthesis conditions of BCNO 

compounds. An increase in synthesis temperature promotes the formation of BN since the 

reaction process involved is endothermic. An increase in boric acid to melamine ratio 

promotes the formation and structural ordering of BN since i) it reduces the theoretical 

temperature for BN formation and ii) it enhances mass transfer and mobility of BN layers 

by forming additional amount of B2O3 phase. Further, loading pressure of 1 GPa resulted 

in a more compressed layered structure of the resultant BN. 

 

Keywords: BCNO compound; Boron nitride; Structure ordering; Post treatment; Heat; 

Pressure. 
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1. Introduction  

Boron nitride (BN) is known to exist in various polymorphic forms such as 

hexagonal (h-BN), turbostratic (t-BN), amorphous (a-BN), rhombohedral (r-BN), wurtzite 

(w-BN), cubic (c-BN), orthorhombic (o-BN), and explosive (e-BN) [1-4]. Among these, 

thermodynamically stable phases are h-BN (low density phase) and c-BN (high density 

phase), both of which have found applications in various fields because of their unique 

properties. h-BN has been used as a high-temperature lubricant because of its high thermal 

stability in air (up to 1000°C) and low friction coefficient (0.24 in dry air), as a refractory 

material because of its non-wettability to high-temperature melts, and as an additive to 

cosmetic products because of its chemical inertness [5-7]. c-BN has been used as an 

abrasive for grinding and tooling because of its extremely high hardness (~45 or 70 GPa, 

second only to diamond) and high temperature oxidation resistance (up to 1000°C). For 

engineering hardened or alloyed steels, c-BN is superior to diamond because of its 

chemical stability to ferrous metals and their alloys [8-12]. 

For the synthesis of BN, BCNO compounds are one of the typical and important 

starting materials. Their chemical or structural characteristics have strong impacts on the 

synthesis conditions and properties of the resultant BN phases [2, 13-15]. For example, in 

our previous study we showed that the starting composition of BCNO compounds strongly 

impacts the temperature at which hexagonal BN phase forms from BCNO compounds [15]. 

In the synthesis of c-BN, the degree of crystallinity and particle size of the starting BN 

phase play an important role in reducing pressure and temperature for c-BN transformation 

from h-BN, which typically occurs above 8 GPa and 2100°C [16, 17]. By using h-BN with 

low crystallinity and small particle size, it is possible to reduce the pressure and 
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temperature for c-BN formation down to 6 GPa and 1200°C [18]. When amorphous BN is 

used, the typical conditions can be reduced to 7 GPa at 800°C [19]. Nonetheless, it is not 

well understood how the chemical and structural characteristics of BCNO compounds 

impact the structure ordering of BN during a post treatment, especially under high 

temperature and pressure. 

In our previous study we investigated the correlation between the synthesis 

conditions of BCNO compounds and the formation and structural ordering of BN during a 

heat treatment up to 1000˚C [15]. In this study we investigated the above correlation by 

subjecting BCNO compounds to a post heat-pressure treatment at 1200˚C and 1 GPa. Our 

focus was to identify i) whether the reaction mechanism proposed in our previous study 

still plays a role during a post heat-pressure treatment and ii) whether a loading pressure of 

1 GPa at 1200˚C has any impact on the structure ordering of BN forms. 

 

2. Experimental Details  

2.1 Synthesis of BCNO compounds 

 BCNO compounds were prepared by heating mixtures of boric acid (H3BO3, Borax, 

Optibor®) and melamine (C3H6N6, DSM, MelaminebyDSMTM) with different ratios (1:1, 

3:1, and 6:1 mole ratio). A two-step heating process was employed: first heating at 200°C 

in air for 2 hours and second heating at 400°C, 600°C, and 800°C for 3 hours in N2 gas 

atmosphere (2 L/min). Details of synthesis procedure can be found in our previous study 

[15]. BCNO compounds thus obtained were pulverized (alumina mortar and pestle) and 

sieved through a #200 sieve to make the particle size consistent and washed with methanol 

(10 wt% solid content for 30 min) to remove possible residual boric acid. 
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2.2 Heat-pressure treatment 

 Powders thus obtained were dried at 100°C for 2 hours and loaded into titanium 

(Ti) capsules (3 mm OD, 0.5 mm wall thickness, and 8~10 mm length; lids with 0.3 mm 

thickness), which were hermetically sealed using arc-welding. The sample capsule 

prepared was loaded into a piston-cylinder type high pressure-high temperature (HPHT) 

equipment (QUICKPress, Depth of the Earth Co., AZ, USA). Pressure was generated using 

a hydraulic ram inside the cylinder containing the sample capsule surrounded by a graphite 

furnace assembly. Heat was generated through a graphite furnace surrounding the sample 

capsule. Detailed configuration of HPHT experiment can be found in elsewhere [20]. 

Pressure was calibrated by detecting melting of NaCl at 1004°C and 1 GPa [21]. 

Temperature was monitored using a Pt-Pt10%Rh thermocouple inserted into the furnace 

assembly. The pressure was increased to 1 GPa at room temperature, and then the 

temperature was isobarically increased to 1200°C (± 15°C) and held for 15 min. After 

heating, samples were isobarically quenched to room temperature. 

2.3 Characterization 

 BCNO compounds as-prepared and post treated were characterized using XRD 

(PANalytical, PW3040/60), FE-SEM (ZEISS, SIGMA) equipped with energy dispersive 

X-ray spectroscopy (EDX) detector (OXFORD, X-MAX 80), carbon analyzer (LECO, 

CS230), and TEM (Philips, FEI CM-300) equipped with electron energy loss spectroscopy 

(EELS, Gatan 200). XRD was employed to identify phases formed and calculate d-spacing 

value and parallel layer group parameter (which typically corresponds to average crystallite 

size, hereafter noted as layer parameter) [2, 22]. D-spacing value and layer parameter along 

c-axis for hexagonal unit cell were calculated using the full width at half maximum 
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(FWHM) and position of (002) reflection according to the Scherrer equation, see below, 

and the Bragg equation, respectively [2]. 

    𝐿𝑐 = (𝐾 × 𝜆)/(𝛽 × 𝑐𝑜𝑠𝜃),     

where Lc is layer parameter along c-axis, K is a dimensionless shape factor (0.9 for (002) 

plane), λ is the wavelength of the X-ray beam (Cu Kα, 1.54187 Å), β is the full width at 

half maximum (FWHM) of diffraction peak (radian), and θ is the Bragg angle (degree) [2, 

22]. SEM and TEM were employed to observe morphology and microstructure. EDX and 

carbon analyzer were employed to analyze chemical composition. EELS was employed to 

analyze chemical elements and the bonding type between elements.  

 

3. Results 

3.1 Characteristics of BCNO compounds prepared 

Fig. 1a shows XRD patterns of representative BCNO compounds prepared at 

800°C. The XRD patterns showed no distinct peak but two broad maxima around 2θ values 

of 24° and 42°. Regarding the structure of BCNO compounds with this feature, previous 

reports classified it to either amorphous or turbostratic [13, 23]. In our previous study, we 

reported that the BCNO compounds prepared with the same technique show either 

amorphous structure only or an amorphous matrix containing local structural ordering 

depending on the synthesis conditions: i.e., BCNO compounds prepared at 400°C, 

amorphous structure only; compounds prepared at 800°C (Fig. 1a), amorphous matrix 

containing local structural ordering [15]. As the boric acid to melamine ratio (hereafter 

noted as BA:M ratio) increased, the two broad maxima became more distinct and sharp. 

Fig. 1b shows chemical compositions of BCNO compounds prepared at different 
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temperatures, of which BA:M=1:1. As the synthesis temperature increased, the nitrogen 

and carbon contents decreased while the boron and oxygen contents increased.  We 

attribute this trend to the decomposition of melamine, of which the decomposition 

temperature is around 350°C. The trend of carbon content was confirmed using combustion 

analysis: carbon content decreased as synthesis temperature increased. 

3.2 Post heat-pressure treatment – Effect of variation in synthesis temperature 

 Synthesized BCNO compounds were subjected to post heat-pressure treatment at 

1200°C and 1 GPa. Fig. 2 shows XRD patterns of post heat-pressure treated (hereafter 

noted as post treated) BCNO compounds, of which BA:M=1:1 and synthesis temperatures 

were 400°C, 600°C, and 800°C. Commercial h-BN (ZYP Coatings, Inc., Grade ZG) was 

also included as a comparison sample. Post treated 400°C (synthesis temperature) sample 

showed two distinct peaks around 26° and 43°. As the synthesis temperature increased to 

800°C, the peak around 26° became sharp and shifted to a larger angle, where (002) 

reflection of h-BN displays. The peak around 43° resolved into two peaks around 42° and 

43°, where (100) and (101) reflections of h-BN show. In addition, peaks of boron oxide 

(JCPDS card No. 06-0297) were also observed in the post treated 800°C (synthesis 

temperature) sample. 

 Figure 3 shows SEM and TEM micrographs of BCNO compounds after heat-

pressure treatments. Post treated 400°C (synthesis temperature) sample did not show 

distinct grains, although local structural ordering is evident from TEM observation (Fig. 

3a and d). When the synthesis temperature increased to 600°C (Fig. 3b and e) and 800°C 

(Fig. 3c and f), the samples showed nearly spherical grains with diameters of 10-20 nm for 

the 600°C sample and 50-60 nm for the 800°C sample. 
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3.3 Post heat-pressure treatment – Effect of variation in starting composition 

 BCNO compounds with variations in starting composition (BA:M=1:1, 3:1, and 

6:1 with a synthesis temperature of 400°C) were subjected to heat-pressure treatment at 

1200°C and 1 GPa. Fig. 4 shows XRD patterns of the post treated BCNO compounds. Post 

treated sample with BA:M=1:1 showed two distinct peaks around 26° and 43°. As the 

BA:M ratio increased to  BA:M=6:1, the peak at 26° sharpened and shifted towards a 

higher angles and the peak around 43° resolved into two peaks around 42° and 43°. This 

trend is similar to what was observed with the variation in synthesis temperature (Fig. 2). 

In addition, post treated samples of BA:M=3:1 and 6:1 showed peaks of boron oxide.  

 Figure 5 shows microstructures of the post treated BCNO compounds with 

variations in BA:M ratio (1:1, 3:1, and 6:1) and synthesis temperature (400°C and 800°C). 

Post treated sample of 1:1 (BA:M) and 400°C (synthesis temperature) did not show a 

distinct shape. On the other hand, post treated sample of 6:1 and 800°C showed grains with 

plate shape, which is a characteristic morphology of h-BN grains. These observations 

clearly show that increase in BA:M ratio promotes the structure ordering of BN. 

3.4 Microstructure and chemical elements of grains formed 

 Post treated samples of 3:1 (BA:M) and 400°C (synthesis temperature) showed 

evidence of the initial stage of grain formation in SEM observations (Fig. 5b). For more 

detailed observations on the structure development of grains, particularly on the initiation 

of grain formation, we employed high resolution TEM coupled with EELS as shown in 

Fig. 6. We observed formation of crystalline grains with elongated shape and layered 

structure (about 10 nm in thickness) from a matrix phase (Fig. 6a). The grain has a layered 

structure with thickness of about 10 nm (Fig. 6b). We employed EELS to identify the 
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chemical elements of the grain (P2) and the matrix (P1). EELS spectrum of matrix (P1) 

showed energy loss peaks corresponding to B-K, C-K, and N-K edges, indicating the 

matrix is composed of boron, carbon, and nitrogen [14]. On the other hand, EELS spectrum 

of the grain (P2) showed only B-K and N-K edges, indicating that the grain is BN. 

Furthermore, the fact that all elemental peaks show π and σ bonds indicates that the BN 

grain consists of sp2 bonding, which is the characteristic bonding type of hexagonal BN 

[14]. Taken together with XRD and SEM analyses, these results show that BN grains with 

hexagonal unit cell form from amorphous BCNO matrix. 

 

4. Discussion 

 Among different polymorphic forms of BN, h-BN is the most thermodynamically 

stable phase at ambient conditions. Structural ordering of h-BN is well established by 

Thomas et al. on the basis of XRD analysis on BNs formed by heating boric acid-urea 

mixtures [22]. First, a BN phase with less-ordered hexagonal structure forms, which is 

termed turbostratic BN (t-BN), and the t-BN develops into a fully ordered hexagonal 

structure (h-BN) upon heating at higher temperatures. The term t-BN is used to define a 

BN phase that exhibits the lack of three-dimensional order. Characteristic XRD pattern of 

t-BN shows two broad diffraction peaks around 25°and 42.4°. As structural ordering 

proceeds, the peak around 25° becomes strong and sharp and shifts to a larger angle 

(approximately 26.7°), where (002) reflection of ordered h-BN displays. Following the 

peak around 42.4° resolves into two peaks around 41.6° and 43.8°, where (100) and (101) 

reflections of ordered h-BN show, accompanied by the appearance of (004) reflection. The 
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samples in this study showed the characteristic XRD patterns of both t-BN (i.e., 400°C in 

Fig. 2) and h-BN (i.e., 800°C in Fig 2). 

 Since ordered h-BN consists of alternating layers, in the sequence of ABAB…, d-

spacing values and layer parameters of BN with hexagonal unit cell provide useful 

information to understand the structure ordering [22]. D-spacing value for (002) peak, 

d(002), corresponds to the distance between layers along the c-axis. Layer parameter for 

(002) peak, Lc, corresponds to the average thickness of layer group along c-axis. As 

structural ordering advances from t-BN to h-BN, d(002) decreases to 3.33 Å (theoretical 

value for h-BN) and Lc increases [22, 24]. Based on the values of d(002) and Lc, Thomas 

et al. approximately classified h-BN and t-BN as follows [2, 22]. For h-BN, d(002)=3.33 

Å, Lc>15 nm and for t-BN, d(002)>3.50 Å, Lc<2 nm. Structures having intermediate values 

between those for h-BN and t-BN were termed mesographitic BN (m-BN). Thus, 

comparing d(002) and Lc values provides a measure of how much the structural ordering 

advanced to ordered h-BN. Fig. 7 shows d(002) and Lc values calculated for BCNO 

samples post treated at 1GPa and 1200°C. As synthesis temperature and BA:M ratio 

increased, d(002) decreased from 3.43(4) Å for 400°C and BA:M=1:1 to 3.32(2) Å for 

800°C and BA:M=6:1, and Lc increased from 2.5 nm for 400°C and BA:M=1:1 to 19.8 nm 

for 800°C and BA:M=6:1. According to Thomas et al.’s criteria, BNs formed in this study 

can be classified as either m-BN or h-BN. Layer parameter for (100) peak, La, as well 

provides useful information on structure ordering, since La corresponds to average layer 

diameter of stacked layers along the a direction [22]. But, unfortunately, only a few 

samples in this study showed clear evolution of (10) peak to (100) and (101) peaks, thus 

comparing La was not possible. 
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The effect of synthesis temperature on the structure ordering of BN can be 

explained based on ΔH (enthalpy), in the same way as discussed in our previous study [15]. 

The reaction from boric acid-melamine mixture to h-BN is endothermic, thus increase in 

the synthesis temperature promotes formation of BN and its structural ordering. Another 

factor to consider is the increase in boron and oxygen contents in BCNO compounds as the 

synthesis temperature increases (Fig. 1b), which likely leads to the formation of boron 

oxide (B2O3) during the post treatment process. Indeed, post treated sample of 800°C 

(synthesis temperature) and 1:1 (BA:M) showed peaks of boron oxide (Fig. 2b). Several 

groups reported on the effect of B2O3 on the structural ordering of BN [22, 23, 25]. Thomas 

et al. reported that the presence of B2O3 promotes the ordering process from t-BN to h-BN, 

due to enhanced material transfer and layer mobility [22]. Choi et al. showed that presence 

of B2O3 also promotes the formation of c-BN during a high pressure high temperature 

process [25]. In addition to enhanced material transfer and layer mobility with the presence 

of B2O3, Ҫamurlu suggested another mechanism that also promotes BN formation: B2O3 

melt dissolves nitrogen (or BN) and BN precipitates from the melt [23]. Thus, increase in 

the synthesis temperature has two-fold effect on the structural ordering of BN: i) it 

promotes the reaction towards the formation of BN and ii) it increases boron and oxygen 

contents in BCNO compounds, thus providing diffusion friendly environment for BN to 

advance its structural ordering. 

Formation of B2O3 during post treatment can also explain the effect of BA:M ratio 

on the structural ordering of BN. Increase in BA:M ratio leads to the formation of additional 

B2O3 during the process, as supported by boron oxide detection from the post treated 

samples with high BA:M ratios (3:1 and 6:1 in Fig. 4), thus promoting the structural 
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ordering of BN based on the two mechanisms suggested above. In our previous study we 

proposed another mechanism based on thermodynamic consideration [15]. As BA:M ratio 

increases, the slope of ΔG (Gibbs free energy) vs temperature becomes more negative, 

leading to lower theoretical temperatures for BN formation. This mechanism can also 

explain the more advanced structural ordering of BN with increasing BA:M ratio. The 

impact of BA:M ratio on the structural ordering of BN becomes less prominent with 

increase in the synthesis temperature, and vice versa. Still, the observed trends prove that 

the mechanisms suggested above still takes effect during post heat-pressure treatment at 

1200°C and 1 GPa. 

D(002) values, which correspond to the distance between layers along the c-axis, 

reflect compression of the layered structure by applied pressure. Solozhenko compressed 

h-BN at RT and showed that lattice constant c, which is about twice d(002), reduced from 

6.660 Å to 6.440 Å at 1 GPa, while lattice constant a showing little change [26]. Corrigan 

(1975) showed that d(002) of h-BN  decreases to (3.08-) 3.13 Å after compression at 5.5-

6.5 GPa and 1950°C [17]. Several samples in this study showed d(002) values less than 

that (3.33 Å) for h-BN and the smallest d(002) observed was 3.32(2) Å for the post treated 

sample of 800°C and BA:M=6:1. Thus, the results demonstrate that loading pressure of 1 

GPa at 1200°C results in a more compressed layered structure of h-BN. 

 

 5. Conclusions 

In this study we subjected BCNO compounds with various chemical and structural 

characteristics to a post heat-pressure treatment at 1200˚C and 1 GPa to investigate the 

correlation between the synthesis conditions of BCNO compounds and the formation and 
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structural ordering of BN during a post treatment process. Based on direct TEM 

observation and EELS analysis, we established that crystalline BN grains form from BCNO 

matrix. Based on the XRD analysis, BNs formed in this study can be classified as either 

m-BN or h-BN following Thomas et al.’s criteria and XRD analysis. We found that the 

formation and structural ordering of BN still strongly depend on the synthesis conditions 

of BCNO compounds and can be explained based on the reaction mechanism proposed in 

our previous study. An increase in temperature during post treatment as well as an increase 

in synthesis temperature promotes the formation of BN since the reaction process involved 

is endothermic. Increase in boric acid to melamine ratio promotes the formation and 

structural ordering of BN since i) it reduces the theoretical temperature for BN formation 

and ii) it enhances mass transfer and mobility of BN layer by forming additional B2O3 

phase. Further, loading pressure of 1 GPa resulted in more compressed layered structure of 

BN. 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. XRD patterns and chemical composition of BNCO compounds: (a) XRD patterns 

of BNCO compounds, of which synthesis temperature is 800°C and BA:M=1:1, 3:1, and 

6:1 (mole); (b) chemical compositions of BNCO compounds, of which BA:M=1:1 and 

synthesis temperature is 400°C, 600°C, and 800°C. 
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Figure 2. XRD patterns of BNCO compounds post treated at 1200°C and 1 GPa, of which 

BA:M=1:1 and synthesis temperatures is 400°C, 600°C, and 800°C: (a) Full XRD patterns 

including that of commercial h-BN for comparison, (b) Short-range patterns for the range 

marked in (a). Squares correspond to boron oxide (JCPDS card No. 06-0297) and circles 

correspond to titanium oxide, which resulted from titanium Ti capsule. 
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Figure 3. Microstructures of BNCO compounds post treated at 1200°C and 1 GPa, of 

which BA:M=1:1 and synthesis temperature is 400°C, 600°C, and 800°C: (a-c) SEM 

images and (d-f) TEM images. Scale bars in SEM images correspond to 400 nm. 
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Figure 4. XRD patterns of BNCO compounds post treated at 1200°C and 1 GPa, of which 

synthesis temperature is 400°C and BA:M=1:1, 3:1, and 6:1: (a) Full XRD patterns 

including that of commercial h-BN for comparison, (b) Short-range patterns for the range 

marked in (a). Squares correspond to boron oxide and circles correspond to titanium oxide, 

which resulted from titanium Ti capsule.   
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Figure 5. Microstructures of BNCO compounds post treated at 1200°C and 1 GPa, of 

which synthesis temperature is 400°C (a-c) and 800°C (d-f). Scale bars in images 

correspond to 400 nm. 
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Figure 6. TEM images and EELS spectra of BNCO compounds post treated at 1200°C and 

1 GPa, of which BA:M=3:1 and synthesis temperature is 400°C. Point 1 corresponds to the 

matrix and point 2 corresponds to the grain formed, of which magnified image is shown in 

(b). The scale bar in the (b) corresponds to 10 nm. 
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Figure 7. Lc and d(002) values for BNCO compounds post treated at 1200°C and 1 GPa. 

Dotted line show values correspond to t-BN and h-BN, as suggested by Thomas et al.2,21 

Lines in the figure are drawn to guide the eye. 
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Abstract 

We have investigated the effect of synthesis conditions of BCNO compounds on 

BN formation and its structural ordering. BCNO compounds were synthesized from boric 

acid (H3BO3)-melamine (C3H6N6) mixtures with various molar ratios (H3BO3:C3H6N6 = 

1:1 to 6:1) at 400°C. The BCNO compounds were then subjected to post heating between 

1400°C and 1800°C under argon flow. The final products were crystalline BN with 

hexagonal symmetry exhibiting varying degrees of structural ordering. As the H3BO3 to 

C3H6N6 ratio in the starting composition is increased, BN formation temperature decreases 

and the structural ordering of BN increases.  Post heating at higher temperature also 

promotes BN formation and structural ordering. The findings indicate that synthesis and 

structural ordering of BN can be tailored by controlling starting composition and post 

heating temperature. These observations may provide a guideline to synthesize high or 

low-density polymorphs of BN at reduced pressure, temperature, or both.  

 

Keywords: BCNO; Amorphous; Phase transformation; Boron nitride; Structural ordering; 

Turbostacking faults. 
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1. Introduction  

Boron Nitride (BN) is a widely used ceramic material that has various polymorphic 

forms such as low density amorphous, turbostratic, hexagonal, rhombohedral, explosive 

phases, and high-density wurtzite and cubic phases [1–7]. Cubic (c-BN) and hexagonal (h-

BN) forms of BN have received considerable interests in recent years due to their unique 

properties. c-BN exhibits high hardness only next to diamond due to their diamond-like 

covalent sp3 bonding structure [8–11]. c-BN also shows higher thermal stability as well as 

higher chemical inertness in comparison to diamond, which makes c-BN favorable for 

applications in abrasives, cutting tools, and electronic devices [11,12]. h-BN is the most 

stable among BN polymorphs in ambient conditions. In this form, B and N atoms are 

arranged in an sp2 bonded honeycomb layered structure that is analogous to graphite [13]. 

The chemical inertness, high thermal conductivity, low thermal expansion, lubricating 

behavior, and high thermal stability of h-BN make it applicable in vast number of industries 

such as chemistry, cosmetics, metallurgy, semiconductors and electronics [11,12,14,15].  

 For the synthesis of BN, boron-carbon-nitrogen-oxygen (BCNO) compounds have 

been widely used as starting materials [16–18]. It was shown that the chemistry and degree 

of crystallinity of the starting BCNO strongly impact the synthesis conditions (temperature 

and pressure), degree of phase transformation, microstructure and chemical properties of 

the resultant c-BN or h-BN [16–18]. For instance, Choi et al. demonstrated that the pressure 

for c-BN formation can be reduced by decreasing the degree of crystallinity of the starting 

BCNO [16]. Singh et al. showed that variations in the chemistry of starting BCNO alter 

the degree of crystallinity of the synthesized BNs [17]. In addition, Hagio et al. suggested 

that the amount of oxygen in the starting BCNO strongly affects the structural ordering of 
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the synthesized h-BN [18]. However, only limited variations in the starting composition or 

the degree of crystallinity have been tried or reported. Moreover, fewer studies that have 

systematically correlated the effect of synthesis conditions of BCNO with the formation 

and structural ordering of BN during high temperature and/or high temperature-high 

pressure treatments.  

 In our previous study we synthesized BCNO compounds with various chemistries 

and degrees of crystallinity and investigated how the synthesis conditions impact BN 

formation from BCNO and its structural ordering at low temperatures (400-1000°C) [19]. 

From this work, we suggested a responsible reaction mechanism. In our later study, we 

expanded our work to include post heat-pressure treatment to 1 GPa and 1200°C [20]. We 

have shown in both studies that chemistry and degree of crystallinity of BCNO have 

profound effects on the formation temperature and structural ordering of the BN forming, 

e.g. higher H3BO3 to C3H6N6 molar ratio in the starting composition for BCNO synthesis 

promotes BN formation and its structural ordering [19,20].  

In this study, we elucidate the correlation for post treatment at high temperature 

range (1400-1800°C) under ambient pressure. Our focuses are: (i) to explain how synthesis 

conditions of BCNO affect the formation of BN at elevated temperatures, (ii) to assess the 

structural ordering of BN formed in terms of interlayer distance, average crystallite size, 

and three-dimensional (3-D) ordering, and (iii) to identify the validity of the reaction 

mechanism that we proposed in our previous study during a high temperature post heating 

process.  
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2. Experimental Procedures 

2.1 Materials and method  

 Synthesis of BCNO compounds was discussed entirely in our previous paper [19]. 

In brief, H3BO3 (U.S. Borax, Inc., California) and C3N6H6 (DSM, Netherlands) were used 

to synthesize BCNO. To study the effect of starting compositions, H3BO3 to C3N6H6 molar 

ratios of 1:1, 1.5, 2:1, 3:1 and 6:1 were selected. Higher or lower ratios were not considered 

to avoid residual H3BO3 or the excessive sublimation of C3N6H6, respectively [21]. A two-

step solid-state reaction was used to synthesize BCNO. H3BO3 and C3N6H6 mixture 

undergo two heating cycles: first at 200°C in air for 2 h, and then at 400°C under nitrogen 

atmosphere for 3 h. BCNOs formed were crushed and sieved through a 75 μm sieve to 

promote particle size uniformity.  

 To study crystalline BN formation from BCNO and its structural ordering, high 

temperature post treatments were conducted in a graphite resistance furnace using graphite 

crucibles. The furnace chamber was vented to remove the air using a mechanical pump 

until the internal pressure reached 3x10-3 Torr. The chamber was then backfilled with 

Argon (venting/backfilling steps were repeated 3 times), and heating was started. Post 

treatments were conducted at 1400°C, 1600°C, and 1800°C while maintaining Ar flow of 

4 L/min. The heating rate was 20 °C/min, and the dwell time at target temperature was 1 

h.   

2.2 Characterization 

Synthesized powders were kept in a drying furnace at 110°C for 24 h prior to 

characterization studies. A Zeiss-Sigma (Germany) field-emission scanning electron 

microscopy (FE-SEM) was used to study the microstructure and powder morphologies. An 
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Oxford-XMaX80 Energy dispersive X-Ray spectroscopy (EDS) detector that was coupled 

to FE-SEM was used to analyze chemical compositions at 5 keV. Phase identification and 

structure ordering assessment was done using a PANalytical X’pert diffractometer at 45kV 

and 40 mA with Cu Kα (λ=1.540598 Å) radiation at a scanning rate of 0.04 °min−1. A 

silicon standard (NIST SRM 640e) reference material was used to correct BN (002) peak 

width to eliminate the instrumental broadening and to correct BN (002) peak position prior 

to calculating the average crystallite sizes and interlayer distances. Crystallite size of post-

treated powders along the c-axis (Lc) and the a-axis (La) were calculated from the 

Scherrer’s equation;  

 

, (1) 

 

where K is a dimensionless shape factor (0.9 for (002) plane, 1.84 for (100) plane), 

 is the wavelength of X-ray beam (Cu Kα), β is the full width half maxima (FWHM) of 

diffraction peaks at (002) and (100) planes (radian), and θ is Bragg angle (degree) [22,23].  

The average interlayer distance for BN along the c-axis (d002) were calculated using 

Bragg’s law; 

 

, (2) 

 

where λ is the wavelength of X-ray beam, and θ is Bragg angle (degree) [24]. 

Regular bright-field transmission electron microscopy (TEM), selected area electron 

diffraction (SAED), High-resolution TEM and high angle annular dark-field scanning 
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TEM (HAADF-STEM) were employed to study the morphology, crystal structure, and 

lattice distance of the synthesized particles using a FEI Tecnai G2 F20 Super-Twin FE-

TEM operating at 200 kV. 

 

3. Results  

3.1 Chemistry and crystallographic structure of the initial BCNO compounds 

Table 1 shows the representative chemical compositions of the synthesized BCNO 

compounds based on the EDS analysis as a function of starting H3BO3:C3H6N6 molar ratio 

(hereafter referred to as BA:M ratio). Chemical composition represents the average of 20 

different area scan measurements. As the BA:M ratio in the starting composition is 

increased, nitrogen and carbon contents decrease while boron and oxygen contents 

increase.  

XRD analysis was conducted on the synthesized BCNO compounds to identify 

their long-range crystallographic structure (Fig. 1). XRD patterns of the synthesized 

BCNOs show two broad maxima, which span from 20-30° and 40-50° for all the ratios. 

This indicates that the synthesized BCNOs exhibit no long-range crystallographic structure 

and are amorphous in nature [2]. It is worth noting that the broad maxima spanning around 

20-30° shifts toward lower angles as the BA:M ratio of starting composition is increased.  

3.2 Effect of the starting composition and post heating temperature on BN 

formation  

The synthesized BCNOs were subjected to post heating at 1400°C, 1600°C, and 

1800°C under flowing Ar atmosphere. Figure 2 shows representative chemical 

compositions of the powders after heat treatment, of which starting BA:M ratios were 1:1, 
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3:1, and 6:1, respectively. The values represent the average of 20 different EDS area scans. 

For 1:1 and 3:1 ratios, post-treated powders contain mainly B and N atoms regardless of 

heat treatment temperature. Low quantities (< 6 at. %) of C and O were also detected. It 

should be noted the apparent C count collected by the EDS might be higher than the actual 

value, as it might collect signals from the carbon tape used on the sample holder. For 6:1 

ratio, considerable amounts of O were detected after heat temperatures at 1400°C and 

1600°C, suggesting the coexistence of B-N-O. On the other hand, a significant reduction 

in O content (~ 0.9 at. %) is observed when the post heating temperature is increased to 

1800°C.   

XRD analysis was applied to analyze the long-range crystallographic order of the 

post-treated powders. Figure 3 shows the normalized XRD patterns of the BCNOs post-

treated at 1400°C. For BA:M= 1:1 and 1.5:1 ratios, two relatively broad peaks around 26.4° 

and 42.5° were observed, which correspond to (002) and (10) reflection of disordered 

turbostratic BN (t-BN) [25]. The turbostratic nature of the material can also be confirmed 

from the absence of the (004) peak at 54.8° [26]. As the BA:M ratio is increased, the two 

broad peaks become sharper and also the (002) peak shifted toward the higher Bragg 

angles, suggesting an increase in the crystallite size and a decrease in d-spacing, 

respectively. For 6:1 ratio, the (10) reflection of BN at around 40-43° splits into two (100) 

and (101) reflections, indicating an increase in the degree of 3-D structural ordering of BNs 

formed [18]. For 3:1 and 6:1 ratios, boron oxide (B2O3; JCPDS card No. 06-0297) was 

observed (black dots in Fig. 3). The presence of B2O3 suggests that excess oxygen in the 

starting BCNO reacted with boron and formed B2O3. Taken together, these observations 
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indicate that a higher BA:M ratio in the starting composition resulted in a higher structural 

ordering of the BN formed.   

When the post treatment temperature is increased to 1600°C (Suppl. Fig. 1) and 

1800°C (Fig. 4), a similar trend to that of 1400°C was observed. Higher BA:M ratio in the 

starting composition and higher post treatment temperature results in shift of (002) peak 

toward the higher angles and a decrease in FWHM (Fig. 4). This suggests shorter d-spacing 

(d002) and larger crystallite size (Lc); in other words, increased structural ordering. The 

XRD spectra for 1:1 and 1:5 ratios still indicate less-ordered structure without 3-D 

structural ordering even after the post heating at 1800°C. On the contrary, higher BA:M 

ratios showed 3-D structural ordering as supported by the emergence of (004) peak at ~ 

54.8° and split of (10) peak into (100) and (101) peaks as revealed by XRD [26]. It should 

be noted that B2O3 was not observed for high BA:M ratios. We attribute this to the 

sublimation of B2O3, of which sublimation temperature is around 1500°C [27]. 

Figure 5 shows representative FE-SEM micrographs of the post-treated powders 

with different BA:M ratios (2:1, 3:1, and 6:1) in the starting composition and different post 

heat treatment temperatures (1400°C, 1600°C, and 1800°C). At 1400°C, BN grains were 

not discernible for 2:1 ratio, and only irregular shape chunks were observed. However, for 

3:1 ratio, small grains were discernible and for 6:1 ratio, the size of grains increased. At 

1600°C, BN grains were observed for all mixtures, but higher BA:M ratios showed larger 

grains. With further increase in temperature to 1800°C, larger and relatively round BN 

flakes were observed. For 6:1 ratio the size of the BN flakes were larger than 1 μm. The 

FE-SEM observations indicate that increase in BA:M ratio in the starting composition 
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promotes the formation of BN and its growth, which are in accordance with the foregoing 

trend observed through X-ray analyses. 

 

4. Discussion 

4.1 The assessment of structural ordering of BN powders  

The hexagonal form of BN has commonly been classified into three sub-polytypes; 

turbostratic (t-BN), mesographitic (m-BN) and highly ordered hexagonal (h-BN) phases 

[2,28]. t-BN and m-BN are intermediate structures that form from BCNO compounds prior 

to the formation of highly ordered h-BN [2,28]. The stacking layers of these intermediate 

structures along the c-axis in the hexagonal unit cell are disordered and non-uniform, 

resulting in shorter coherence lengths and larger interlayer distances along the c-axis [25]. 

In addition, the crystallite sizes of these intermediate structures are smaller than that of 

highly ordered h-BN. Thus, t-BN and m-BN are also known as disordered and partially 

disordered h-BN, respectively.  

Despite that there is no common agreement on the classification of these sub-

polytypes, some researchers classified them based on the structural ordering, i.e. d-spacing 

and crystallite sizes. For instance, the criterion suggested by Thomas et al. defines t-BN as 

d002 > ~ 0.345 nm and Lc < 2 nm and defines highly ordered h-BN as d002 = 0.333 nm and 

Lc > 15nm with m-BN having the intermediate values between t-BN and highly ordered h-

BN [2]. Similarly, O’Connor defines t-BN as d002 > 0.356 nm and Lc < 1.4 nm but with 

additional consideration for crystallite size along the a-axis, La = 4.6 nm [23].  Highly 

ordered h-BN is defined as d002 = 0.330 nm and Lc,a > 15 nm. Furthermore, Saito et al. 
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defines t-BN as d002 > 0.350 nm with Lc ~ 2 nm and La ~ 10-40 nm and defines highly 

ordered h-BN as d002 < 0.335 nm, and Lc = 20 nm with La > 40 nm [29].  

On the other hand, Kurdyumov et al. suggested that the structural ordering of the 

layered materials such as graphite and h-BN should be evaluated by the degree of 3-D 

structural ordering (D3) along with d-spacing values and crystallite sizes [30,31]. D3 is 

defined as the ratio of number of layers oriented regularly with their nearest neighbors to 

the total number of the layers. Since an imperfection in the layer stacking, i.e. turbostacking 

faults (TSFs), causes a reduction in the number of layers oriented regularly, D3 can be 

defined as follows according to Kurdyumov et al.;  

 

,  (3) 

 

where γ is the concentration of TSFs and can be calculated from the following 

equation;   

 

, (4) 

 

where  is the physical broadening of the hkl line caused by TSFs, d is the calculated 

d-spacing value, and θ is the Bragg angle at hkl line observed [30–34]. For BN with 

hexagonal symmetry, the (112) peak can be used to calculate Bhkl and the (110) line to 

correct instrumental broadening [30–34]. (112) and (110) peaks of BN with hexagonal unit 

cell are at ~ 82.2° and ~ 75.9°, respectively [35]. Based on D3, highly ordered h-BN can be 
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defined D3 > 0.84 (γ < ~ 0.16), whereas completely disordered turbostratic BN is defined 

as D3 = 0 (γ = 1) [30]. 

Table 2 shows the combined and generalized classification on BN sub-polytypes 

with hexagonal symmetry, based on d-spacing and Lc values suggested by Thomas et al., 

La values suggested by O’Connor et al., and D3 values suggested by Kurdyumov et al..  

To assess the degree of structural ordering of BN powders synthesized in this study, 

we calculated the interlayer distances (d002), crystallite sizes along c and a axes (Lc and 

La), and D3 as shown in Table 3. La/Lc ratio was included to assess the aspect ratio of the 

crystallites and the values of a commercially available h-BN powder (Kennametal Grade: 

BN150) were also included for comparison.  

After the post treatment at 1400°C, the powders resulted in d002 ~ 0.356 nm, and Lc 

< 2 nm for 1:1 and 1.5:1 ratios. La could not be calculated due to the emergence of diffusive 

(10) peak, instead of (100) and (101) peaks. We note here that the calculation of La might 

be possible by deconvolution of (10) peak into (100) and (101) peaks. However, we could 

not consider this method since there exist different deconvolution procedures that may 

result in arbitrary and different values. In addition, D3 could not be determined as the (112) 

and (110) peaks of BN were not observed on the XRD patterns (Fig. 3). According to the 

criteria summarized in Table 2, the powders can be classified as t-BN.  

When the BA:M ratio in the starting composition is increased, the observed d-

spacing value decreases and crystallite size along the a- and c-axes increases, reaching to 

the values corresponding to m-BN. Moreover, D3 can be calculated based on the (112) and 

(110) peaks, of which values, 0.75 to 0.88, approach the value of commercial h-BN (0.92).  
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With increase in post-treatment temperature to 1600°C and 1800°C, the structural 

ordering of BN formed improved, of which D3 and d002 values reached the values of 

commercial h-BN for BA:M= 6:1 and post-treatment temperature of 1800°C. In addition, 

still an increase in the BA:M ratio in the starting composition lead to an increase in 

structural ordering, as supported by larger crystallite sizes along the c- and a-axes, a shorter 

d-spacing values, and higher D3 values. 

The average crystallite sizes along the a- and c-axes (La and Lc) were compared to 

determine the aspect ratio of the BN crystallites at a given conditions (Table 3). All the 

La/Lc ratios show values larger than unity. This indicates that higher growth along a-axis 

than that along c-axis. 

To provide a more detailed comparison on the structural ordering and complement 

the XRD analyses above, TEM observations were performed on the samples synthesized 

at 1800°C using 1:1 and 6:1 molar ratios of BA:M. Figure 6 shows the TEM micrographs 

of the sample synthesized using 1:1 of BA:M. A representative low-magnification bright-

field TEM image of sample in Fig. 6a displays a thin flake with irregular morphology. Most 

of the flakes are few micron in size. SAED pattern of the specimen produced relatively 

diffusive rings (Fig. 6b, diffraction taken from the marked area in Fig. 6a), suggesting that 

the sample is not fully crystalline. A representative HR-TEM image (Fig. 6c) reveals local 

regions exhibiting lattice fringes but in a chaotic fashion. This further indicates that the 

sample do not possess a highly developed crystallographic structure. Measured lattice 

spacing of 0.338 nm along the (002) plane, which is consistent with Table 3, further 

confirms the mesographitic structure of the BN. Elemental analysis also confirmed the BN 
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nature of the specimen. The particle is mainly composed of B (Fig. 6e), N (Fig. 6f), and a 

small amount (4 at. %) of O (Fig. 6g).  

On the other hand, for the sample of BA:M=6:1, BN with different morphology and 

crystallographic ordering were observed (Fig. 7). A typical low-magnification TEM image 

of the sample (Fig. 7a) showed many particles ~ 1 µm in size with relatively rounded 

morphology. The SAED pattern (Fig. 7b) taken from the area marked in Fig. 7a shows 

sharp spots, suggesting well-developed crystal structure in the particle. HR-TEM image 

confirmed such observation at the atomic-scale. The measured lattice distance of ~ 0.12 

nm along (110) plane indicates highly ordered crystallographic structure of h-BN (Fig. 7c). 

It was noticed that fast Fourier transform (FFT) of the HR-TEM image (Fig. 7d) clearly 

revealed the second set of reflections at 0.127 nm (yellow arrow). Elemental analysis 

revealed that the particle is mainly composed of B (Fig. 7f), N (Fig. 7g) with a very small 

amount of O (Fig. 7h) distributed in the outermost layer of the particles. TEM analysis 

thereby corroborated the XRD observations, i.e., increases in BA:M ratio in the starting 

composition promotes BN formation and its structural ordering at a given temperature. 

4.2 Reaction mechanism of BN formation 

As the foregoing results and discussions point out, BN formation and its structural 

ordering can be promoted at a given temperature when the BA:M ratio in the starting 

composition increases. Moreover, higher post heating temperature also facilitates BN 

formation and advances its structural ordering at a given molar ratio. In our previous article, 

to understand the formation of BN from BCNO, we proposed a reaction mechanism based 

on thermodynamic considerations [19].  
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H3BO3 and C3H6N6 mixture reacts and forms intermediate BCNO compound by 

evolving gaseous species such as H2O and NH3 upon heating to 400°C. With further 

increase in temperature, CO and N2 evolve from the BCNO while BN layers form in BCNO 

matrix. Based on the reactions proposed, we calculated and compared the Gibbs free 

energies on the formation of BN from H3BO3-C3H6N6 mixtures with different BA:M ratios, 

i.e., 2:1 and 6:1 respectively. As the result we found that the temperature dependence of 

Gibbs free energy (the slope of Gf vs temperature) for BA:M = 6:1 is more negative than 

that of BA:M = 2:1, which leads to lower theoretical formation temperature of BN for 

higher BA:M ratios. The above thermodynamic consideration can clearly explain the 

observation we made in this study, i.e., an increase in BA:M ratio in the starting 

composition promotes BN formation and advances its structural ordering at relatively 

lower temperatures.  

In addition, one of the key aspects that constitutes the formation and structural 

ordering of BN is the chemistry of starting BCNO, which can be altered by varying starting 

BA:M ratio. Higher BA:M ratio in the starting composition yields higher O content in the 

formed BCNO and it eventually results in B2O3 at higher temperatures. For instance, we 

observed clear peaks of B2O3 on the XRD patterns of the 3:1 and 6:1 ratio samples post-

treated at 1400°C and 1600°C.  

The effect of B2O3 on the structural ordering of BN has been studied by several 

researchers. Thomas et al. showed that B2O3 promotes the structural ordering, i.e., from 

less developed t-BN to highly ordered h-BN due to the enhanced mass transport [2]. In 

addition, Choi et al. showed that existence of B2O3 promotes c-BN formation during high 

pressure and high temperature process [16]. In another study, Hagio observed the formation 
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and coexistence of B2O3 and t-BN [18]. It was shown that the removal of B2O3 diminishes 

the structural development of the BN formed even though high heat temperature treatment 

(T ~ 2000°C) was used. Combining the findings in prior works with the current study, it is 

apparent that B2O3 enhances the kinetics of material transfer and layer mobility, thereby 

promotes the structural ordering of BN.   

Taken together, higher BA:M ratio in the starting composition i) 

thermodynamically promotes the formation of BN by reducing the temperature dependence 

of Gibbs free energy for BN formation and ii) kinetically promotes the structural ordering 

of BN by enhancing the diffusion and mass transport of BN layers. The foregoing 

characterizations and discussion prove that the mechanism suggested in our previous report 

on the formation of BN and its structural ordering at 400°C ≤ T ≤ 1000°C still takes effect 

at 1400°C ≤ T ≤ 1800°C, in addition to what we observed at 1200°C and 1 GPa [19,20].  

 

5. Conclusions 

We have synthesized amorphous BCNOs at 400°C with various chemistries by 

varying the H3BO3 to C3H6N6 molar ratio from 1:1 to 6:1 in the starting composition. The 

amorphous BCNO compounds subsequently were subjected to post heating between 1400-

1800°C. We have systematically studied how the synthesis conditions, i.e., the starting 

composition of BCNO compound and post heating temperature, affect the formation BN 

and its structural ordering.   

Through FE-SEM, EDS, HR-TEM, SAED and comprehensive XRD analyses, we 

have shown that an increase in H3BO3:C3H6N6 molar ratio in the starting composition: i) 

promotes crystalline BN formation from BCNO at lower heat treatment temperatures, and 
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ii) increases the structural ordering of the BN formed at a given temperature. We also 

demonstrated that higher heat treatment temperatures enhances mass transport and crystal 

growth, thereby promotes structural ordering of BN. The findings can be explained based 

on the reaction mechanism and resultant thermodynamical calculation on the theoretical 

temperature of BN formation proposed in our previous paper, which indicates that lower 

theoretical temperature of BN formation for higher H3BO3:C3H6N6 ratios.  

Taken together, it is possible to control the formation of BN from BCNO, and its 

structural ordering, particle size and morphology by the judicious design of starting 

composition and post heating treatments.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Representative chemical compositions of starting BCNOs based on EDS analyses. 

Starting BA:M 

Ratio (molar) 

Chemical composition, at.% 

 Boron Carbon Nitrogen Oxygen 

1:1 9.4 31.9 48.8 9.9 

3:1 13.8 25.4 40.0 20.8 

6:1 22.6 15.3 23.8 38.2 
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Table 2. The classification of BN sub-polytypes, which have hexagonal unit cells, based 

on d-spacing, crystallite sizes along the a- and c-axes (La, Lc), along with the corresponding 

3-D structural ordering values. 

 

BN sub- 

polytypes 

Structural characteristics 

 d002 

(nm) 

Lc  

(nm) 

La  

(nm) 

D3 

t-BN > 0.345a < 2a < 5b 0c 

m-BN 0.345 - 0.333a 2-15a 5-15b - 

h-BN ≤ 0.333a,b > 15a,b > 15b > 0.84c 

 
avalue from Ref. 2 
bvalue from Ref. 23 
cvalue from Ref. 30 
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Table 3. Microstructural analyses of BN synthesized in this study from BCNO as a 

function of starting BA:M ratio, heat treatment temperature, and their classification into 

corresponding sub-polytypes based on d-spacing and crystallite sizes.   

 

 
aKennametal (Grade: BN150) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Synthesis Conditions Structural Characteristics 

Post treatment 

temperature  

Molar 

Ratio 

d002 

(nm) 

Lc 

(nm) 

La  

(nm) 

Correspon

ding sub-

polytypes 

La/Lc D3 

1400°C 1:1 0.356 1.4 - t-BN - - 

 1.5:1 0.356 1.8 - t-BN - - 

 2:1 0.336 7.1 10.9 m-BN 1.6 0.75 

 3:1 0.335 11.3 25.0 m-BN 2.2 0.82 

 6:1 0.334 10.4 26.9 m-BN 2.6 0.88 

1600°C 1:1 0.363 1.8 - t-BN - - 

 1.5:1 0.365 1.7 - t-BN - - 

 2:1 0.337 8.8 19.2 m-BN 2.2 0.79 

 3:1 0.335 13.0 33.4 m-BN 2.6 0.83 

 6:1 0.334 25.7 53.1 h-BN 2.1 0.91 

1800°C 1:1 0.344 2.3 - m-BN - - 

 1.5:1 0.345 2.3 - m-BN - - 

 2:1 0.336 10.3 26.7 m-BN 2.6 0.79 

 3:1 0.335 10.2 36.3 m-BN 3.5 0.79 

 6:1 0.333 24.1 67.4 h-BN 2.8 0.92 

Commercial h-BNa  0.333 31.9 64.1 h-BN 2.01 0.92 
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Figures  

 

Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns of initial BCNOs synthesized at 400°C for 

H3BO3:C3N6H6 molar ratios of 1:1, 1.5:1, 2:1, 3:1, and 6:1 show the amorphous nature of 

the powders.  
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Figure 2. Representative chemical variations in the synthesized powders based on EDS 

analyses as a function of heat treatment temperature using H3BO3:C3N6H6 molar ratios of 

a) 1:1 (b) 3:1, (c) 6:1. 
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Figure 3. X-ray diffraction patterns showing phase and long-range crystallographic 

evolution of a-BCNO precursors into crystalline BN and B2O3 after the post treatment at 

1400°C as a function of boric acid (H3BO3)-melamine (C3H6N6) molar ratios. B2O3 peaks 

are indexed as ●. 
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns showing phase and long-range crystallographic 

evolution of a-BCNO precursors into crystalline BN after the post treatment at 1800°C as 

a function of boric acid (H3BO3)-melamine (C3H6N6) molar ratios. B2O3 peaks were not 

observed in any of the samples.  
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Figure 5. Representative FE-SEM micrographs of synthesized BN powders for BA:M = 

2:1 molar ratio at (a) 1400°C, (b) 1600°C, and (c) 1800°C, for BA:M = 3:1 molar ratio at 

(d) 1400°C, (e) 1600°C, and (f) 1800°C, and for BA:M = 6:1 molar ratio at (g) 1400°C, 

(h) 1600°C, and (i) 1800°C. Scale bars in micrographs correspond to 1μm. 
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Figure 6. BN powders synthesized using BA:M = 1:1 molar ratio at 1800°C. (a) A low-

magnification representative TEM image showing irregular and thin BN flake (b) a SAED 

pattern taken from region marked in (a) showing the existence of crystalline phase (c) a 

high-resolution TEM image showing randomly ordered small lattice regions. (d) EDX 

spectrum image taken from the flake shown in (a). Elemental analysis shows that the flake 

is composed of (e) boron, (f) nitrogen and (g) oxygen.  
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Figure 7. BN powders synthesized using BA:M = 6:1 molar ratio at 1800°C. (a) A 

representative low-magnification TEM image displays BN flakes ~ 1 µm in size (b) a 

SAED pattern taken from region marked in (a) showing well defined diffraction spots 

indicating high crystallinity (c) a HR-TEM image showing perfect crystal with interplanar 

distance of ~ 0.12 nm along (110) plane. (d) FFT of HR-TEM image reveals a second set 

of reflections as marked by yellow arrow. (e) EDS map taken from the flake shown in (a) 

shows that the flake is composed of mainly (f) boron, (g) nitrogen and (h) a very low 

amount of oxygen. 
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Supplementary Figure  

 

Supplementary Figure 1. X-ray diffraction patterns showing phase and long-range 

crystallographic evolution of a-BCNO precursors into crystalline BN, and B2O3 after the 

post heat treatment at 1600°C as a function of boric acid (H3BO3)-melamine (C3H6N6) 

molar ratios. B2O3 peaks are indexed as ●. 
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Abstract 

Cubic boron nitride (c-BN) has a superior hardness and strength as compared to 

other oxide and non-oxide ceramics that are commonly used as abrasives and in cutting 

tool applications. To date, c-BN powders are produced under high pressures, usually 

greater than 10 GPa, and the expense associated with this has limited its use in a wide range 

of engineering applications. Here we report on the synthesis of nanocrystalline c-BN from 

metastable precursors without high external pressures using novel plasma spray processing 

techniques. Transmission electron microscopy and EELS measurements indicate that the 

initial metastable precursor particles are amorphous and comprised of boron, carbon, 

nitrogen and oxygen with weak interatomic bonding that may easily undergo phase 

transition during plasma spraying. Postmortem X-ray diffraction and TEM analysis of 

deposited particles revealed the formation of crystalline phases of BN. Further, high-

resolution TEM observations demonstrated that c-BN phase can be induced during the 

plasma spray process with the addition of appropriate catalysts. These observations point 

to a novel pathway for facilitating the transition from a low-density (2.2g/cc) amorphous 

state to the high-density (3.5 g/cc) cubic BN phase.  

 

Keywords: Metastable Precursors, Plasma Spray, Transmission Electron Microscopy, 

Nanocrystalline, Boron Nitride 
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1. Introduction  

Boron Nitride (BN) exists in several polymorphic forms such as amorphous BN (a-

BN), hexagonal BN (h-BN), turbostratic BN (t-BN), rhombohedral BN (r-BN), monoclinic 

BN (m-BN), orthorhombic BN (o-BN), wurtzite BN (w-BN) and cubic BN (c-BN) phases 

[1-3]. At ambient pressure, h-BN exists in a stable crystalline structure that can be 

transformed to low density (~2.2 g/cc) metastable phases namely t-BN, m-BN and r-BN at 

relatively low pressures of less than 2 GPa. By contrast, transition to higher density (~3.5 

g/cc) w-BN, o-BN and c-BN phases develops only at high temperatures and high pressures 

above 10 GPa and these phases have a rigid atomic packing structure [4-6].  Among them, 

c-BN is known to be the hardest, with a hardness only next to diamond, and it has found 

application in the fields of protective coatings and hard facing applications [7,8]. 

Importantly, c-BN possesses high oxidation resistance and low chemically reactivity, and 

it is perhaps best known for cutting ferrous material and carbide forming hard substances 

where diamond fails completely [9,10]. However, currently produced c-BN is synthesized 

from the initial graphitic h-BN precursor with a high temperature and high pressure 

(HTHP) process and has grain sizes that range from hundreds of nanometers to tens of 

micrometers [2,4,8,11]. Reducing the temperatures and pressures needed to synthesize c-

BN would both economize the production of c-BN and allow for better microstructural 

control.  

Previous efforts to minimize the threshold pressure for the transformation of h-BN 

to c-BN have employed a catalytic processing methodology [12-18]. The common catalyst-

solvent materials that are used for the synthesis of c-BN are Li, Al, Mg, Ca, Li3N, LiF, 

Mg3N2, Ca3N2, Ca3B2N4 and Mg3B2N4 [13-15]. The catalyst-solvent method utilizes the 
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eutectic reaction between BN and the catalyst to accelerate crystallization, which occurs at 

a much faster rate in the eutectic solution, allowing for a reduction of pressures to ~6 GPa 

for the c-BN phase formation [16]. Further, alloy catalyst addition, such as Mg-Al, Fe-Al, 

Cu-Sn, Mg-Sn, Al-Co, Al-Mn, Al-Cr, and Al-Ni, reduced the pressures to ~5 GPa, 

suggesting that the presence of low melting temperature phases enhances the phase 

transformation of h-BN into c-BN [17-18].  

Alternatively, metastable a-BN has been used as an initial precursor, which is found 

to reduce the activation energy barrier for the nucleation and growth due to low structural 

ordering, and allows the a-BN to be readily converted to c-BN at pressures higher than 6 

GPa without the addition of catalysts [19-21]. Singh et al investigated using a magnesium 

boron nitride solvent catalyst in the presence of a-BN and were able to reduce the threshold 

pressure of crystallization for c-BN to 2.5 GPa [22,23]. To date, c-BN has not been 

synthesized below 2 GPa with conventional processing methods [23].  

The plasma spray process has proven to be a powerful technique to synthesize a 

variety of metal and ceramic nanocrystalline powders [24, 25]. In contrast to conventional 

processing methods, plasma spraying utilizes the high temperature plasma stream in which 

injected material powders are rapidly softened and sometime melted while being 

accelerated towards a substrate [26,27]. During this process, high velocity impact on the 

substrate may induce desirable structural transformations [28]. However, this process has 

not been well explored for synthesizing high pressure stable phases, or to develop an 

understanding of the phase transitions in ceramic materials [29,30]. 

Here we report of the synthesis of nanocrystalline c-BN without applying external 

pressure. The nanocrystalline c-BN is prepared by a novel plasma spray technique 
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involving initial metastable amorphous BNCO (a-BNCO) with boric acid (H3BO3) and 

beta boron (β-B) catalysts. The phase evolution of nanocrystalline c-BN is demonstrated 

using X-ray diffraction and high-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) 

characterization. 

 

2. Experimental Details 

2.1 Synthesis of BNCO precursor   

An initial precursor of an a-BNCO compound was synthesized by heating a mixture 

of boric acid (H3BO3, Borax, Optibor®) and melamine (C3H6N6, DSM, 

MelaminebyDSMTM) in 3:1 mole ratio at 200 °C in air for 2 h and 400 °C in N2 gas 

atmosphere (2 L/min) for 3 h.  To prepare powders having good flowability suitable for 

plasma spray processing, first a slurry was prepared and then spray dried based on the 

process reported by V. K. Pujarie et al. US Patent 6645612 B2, 2003) [31]. In brief, a-

BNCO powders were added in surfactant (alkoxy silane, Dow Corning, Z-6040)-H2O 

solution and after mixing (ball milling for 1 h using ZrO2 balls and HDPE plastic jar) a 

binder-H2O solution (3 wt% PEG 400 in DI H2O) was added to the dispersion and then 

post ball-milling was conducted for 600 seconds. The solid content of slurry was 30 wt% 

and the amounts of surfactant and binder-H2O solution were designed to be 5 wt% of solid 

content and 9 wt% of the initial dispersion, respectively. Spray drying of slurry thus 

prepared was carried out with a spray drier (BÜCHI, B-290) at conditions of 200 °C inlet 

temperature and 600 L/h air flow rate. Two compositions of powders were prepared for 

plasma spray process: i) a-BCNO+H3BO3 mixture (a-BCNO: H3BO3=75:25 wt %) and ii) 
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a-BNCO+H3BO3+B (a-Boron, ABCR GmbH & CO. KG, Grade 1-A) mixture (a-

BNCO:H3BO3:B=60:20:20 wt%). 

2.2 Processing of BN using a novel plasma spray technique 

          Plasma spraying was carried out with a DC Axial type gun (SprayWerx 

Technologies Inc., Axial III) at the National Research Council Canada. The main operating 

conditions including plasma gas chemistry, applied current and power, stand-off-distance, 

and gas flow rate are summarized in Table 1. The measured temperature and particle 

velocity during the plasma spray are summarized in Table 2 and were conducted using an 

Accuraspray system produced by Tecnar Automation, St-Bruno, QC. Powders were 

plasma-sprayed onto a water-cooled aluminum chill plate and then scraped off plate using 

a steel scrapper. 

2.3 Characterization 

          All the samples prepared in this study, were characterized by x-ray diffraction 

(XRD), scanning electron microscopy (SEM), and transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM). The crystal structure and average crystallite size were evaluated using XRD. SEM 

studies were done using a field emission SEM (ZEISS, SIGMA) to obtain the surface 

morphology of pre-and post-processed samples. The pre- and post processed powders was 

dispersed in distilled water and then allowed to settle on carbon coated copper grids for 

investigation by transmission electron microscopy (Philips FEI CM-300) equipped with a 

Gatan detector 200 electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS) detector. The bright field 

TEM images were used to study the grain size and morphology, while selected area 

electron diffraction (SAED) was used to study the crystal structure and lattice spacing. The 

chemical composition and bonding was established by electron energy loss spectroscopy 
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(EELS) of both pre- and post-process powder samples. The fine grain size obtained by 

TEM was estimated using image processing and analysis (UTHSCSA Image Tool).  Image 

simulations were performed by using the Win HREM (HREM Research Inc.). For these 

multisilice simulations, a structural model of the cubic BN unit cell (a=b=c=3.615 Ao; 

===90o) was given in an input file [32]. The imaging conditions used in simulation and 

experiments were as follows: the incident electron beam energy was 300 keV, the spherical 

aberration coefficient (Cs) was 1.2 mm, the defocus spread of the primary beam was 10 

nm, the beam convergence was 0.3 nm-1, thickness was 5 nm and defocus value was +10 

nm. 

 

3. Results 

3.1 Characterization of a-BNCO synthesized precursor 

Figure 1 shows the synthesized powders obtained from the initial precursors of 

H3BO3 and C3H6N6 by heat treatment at a final temperature of 400oC for 3 h in the presence 

of a pure N2 atmosphere. The XRD pattern of synthesized powders (Fig. 1a) exhibits broad 

peaks indicating the amorphous phase. SEM images display irregular shaped agglomerate 

particles of as-synthesized powders in the range of few hundred nm to 40 µm as shown in 

Fig 1b. Low magnification TEM images (e.g. Fig.1c) show thin sheets of agglomerated 

irregular particle that produce a selected area diffraction pattern (insert) indicative of an 

amorphous sample. Representative high resolution TEM images (e.g. Fig. 1d) demonstrate 

that the localized region does not form a periodic atomic lattice, further indicating that the 

synthesized powders are completely amorphous.  An EELS spectrum taken for a single 

particle (Fig. 1e) shows the K-edges of boron, carbon, nitrogen and oxygen indicating the 
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presence of these elements in the starting chemical synthesized powders.  The chemical 

bonding of each element can be deduced from the fine structure of the K-edges and as 

noted in Fig. 1e sigma (σ) and pi (π) bonds [33] were associated with B at 191.6 and 198.7 

eV, C at 285.0 and 296.0 eV, N at 398.0 and 407.0 eV, and O at 531.0 and 538.0 eV 

respectively.  The presence of significant π bonding in an amorphous material is indicative 

of weak interatomic bonding with SP2 bonded clusters [34, 35].  Quantative analysis of the 

peaks in the EELS spectra allow for local composition measurements and the measured 

relative B, C, N compositions are reported in Fig. 1f, oxygen is less 5% atomic content. 

The results indicate a large composition variation with less than 25 atomic % of boron. 

3.2 TEM characterization of H3BO3 and -B catalysts 

In order to increase the boron content in the synthesized BNCO precursor, we have 

used two catalysts H3BO3 and beta boron (β-B). TEM images of H3BO3 revealed a thin 

fibrous network (e.g. Fig. 2a) and a higher magnification view (inset) showed a layered 

structure. EELS spectra taken from the thin layered region displayed B-K and O-K near 

edge elements both exhibiting π and σ bonding at 191.6 eV, 198.7 eV, and 538. 0 eV, 547. 

5 eV peak positions indicating weak bonding between layers that do not have long range 

three-dimensional order as shown in Fig. 2b [36].  A representative TEM image of beta 

boron (β-B) (Fig. 2c) shows the amorphous structure in the fine size particles, and the 

corresponding EELS spectra confirms the structure to be dominated by a single edge for 

elemental boron (B-K) [33] (Fig. 2(d)). 
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3.3 Illustration of pre- and post-plasma spray deposition processes of BNCO 

materials 

To increase the flowability of a-BNCO particles with their catalysts during the 

plasma spraying process, a sprayed dried slurry method was adopted. A typical SEM image 

of the BNCO powders (Fig. 3a) shows an agglomerated spherical morphology with 

diameters ranging from 2 m to 40 m. The sprayed drying was done for a-BNCO with a 

H3BO3 catalyst and for a-BNCO with both H3BO3 and -B catalysts, and both were fed at 

similar plasma spray conditions to see the effect of these catalysts on the metastable a-

BNCO precursor. The schematic in Fig. 3b illustrates the novel plasma spray process that 

was used to synthesize crystalline BN phases. The precursor powders were fed into a 

plasma spray gun, where the powders were heated to high temperatures in a N2 atmosphere. 

The measured temperature and velocity during the plasma spray were ~4200 K and 515 

m/s (Table 2). The residence time during plasma deposition was 50 s. These ionized 

powder particles were deposited on the water-cooled aluminum substrate through a carrier 

gas. The federate of powder particles during plasma spray was 5 g/min. The final 

conversion efficiency is about 5-10 wt.% based on the amount of particles scrapped off 

from the cooling substrate. The deposited powder materials on substrate were collected and 

used for post processing investigation.  Fig. 3c SEM image of deposited material appears 

like flattened pancakes with irregular morphology agglomerates of BNCO that are 5-20 

m in size, which is different from the pre-deposited spherical microstructure (Fig. 3a) 

suggesting that a structural transition may have taken during the plasma spray process.  

          Figure 4 zoom in SEM image of plasma spray BNCO particle clearly shows the 

signature of melted zone as shown with an arrow (white color). An elemental dispersive 
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spectroscopy (EDS) analysis (Fig. 4 (b-e)) taken from the scanned area (Fig .4a yellow 

color box) revealed rich in boron, nitrogen and oxygen elements and deficiency in carbon 

region in melted region indicating the possible formation of BN and B2O3 phases in post 

processed plasma spraying. 

3.4 Influence of H3BO3 catalyst on plasma spraying of a-BNCO  

Figure 5 summarizes the characterization of the powder that was produced by 

plasma spraying BNCO with the H3BO3 catalyst precursor.  An XRD pattern (Fig. 5a) of 

the sprayed product reveals the presence of t-BN, B2O3 and unreacted H3BO3. Low 

magnification TEM images show a thin irregular morphology of particles (Fig. 5b), and 

the SAED pattern taken from the region in Fig. 5(b) is quite sharp and has well-defined 

circular rings (Inset Fig. 5c) as compared to the diffused electron diffraction pattern 

obtained from the as-synthesized a-BNCO precursor (see in Fig. 1c), indicating the 

existence of crystalline phases.  The peak positions extracted using circular average method 

match those of t-BN and c-BN (Fig. 5c). The observed intensity peaks are associated with 

t-BN reflections for basal and prismatic planes, as well as c-BN planes reflections (Fig. 

5c).  A higher magnification TEM image of Fig. 5(b) can be found in Fig. 5d, and it shows 

evidence of the stacking ordering of t-BN and the fine crystalline growth of c-BN in an 

amorphous BNCO material. The EELS spectrum taken from this region shows strong B-K 

and N-K edges at 191.6-198.7 eV and 398.0-423.5 eV and a small intensity of C-K edge 

and O-K edge can be found (Fig. 5e). Quantitative estimates of the amounts of each element 

from BNCO particles were obtained from the size of the B-K, N-K and C-K peaks and the 

results (Fig. 5f) point to equal amounts of B and N and a C composition of less than 20 
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atomic % indicating the definitive chemical changes during plasma spraying (see Fig. 1f). 

3.5 Influence of H3BO3 and -B catalysts on plasma spraying of a-BNCO  

Figure 6 summarizes the characterization of the material produced by plasma 

spraying of the a-BNCO precursor with the H3BO3 and the β-B catalyst. XRD patterns 

(Fig. 6a) evidenced crystalline peaks of β-B, t-BN, c-BN and unreacted H3BO3 indicating 

significant structural changes associated with the addition of the catalysts.  The peak 

broadening in the XRD peaks suggests that the average size of the crystalline c-BN is about 

8 nm. The Quantitative analysis from the XRD profile (Fig. 6a) shows the 5 % weight 

fraction of c-BN phase as estimated from refinement technique. A low magnification TEM 

image displays the irregular BNCO particles and within each particle evidence of grains 

with a spherical morphology can be seen (Fig. 6b). The SAED ring pattern from this region 

(Fig. 6c) confirms the polycrystalline nature of the particle and the measured lattice 

parameters indicate significant amounts of the c-BN phase along with t-BN and β-B phases. 

Increasing the magnification of the TEM image in Fig. 6b shows a wide range of fine grain 

sizes within the BNCO material, see Fig. 6d. The calculated fraction of c-BN grains from 

TEM images ranging from 2.5 to 8 % in a-BNCO particles measured using image analysis 

consistent with XRD measurement. 

3.6 TEM characterization of formed nanocrystalline c-BN with plasma spraying 

Figure 7 shows direct TEM observations of fine c-BN grains that were synthesized 

by plasma spraying a-BNCO in the presence of H3BO3 and β-B. The grain sizes estimated 

from TEM images within the BNCO particles ranged from 1 to 20 nm with an average of 

6 3 nm. Fig 7b shows a high-resolution TEM image taken from the region in Fig. 6d and 

provides direct evidence of a grain size of about 5 nm with the cubic crystal structure and 
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lattice spacing (dhkl=0.21 nm) of c-BN. A high magnification image (Fig. 7c) reveals a 

perfect lattice image that is consistent with the structure model image simulation of c-BN 

along with the [101] direction. The EELS spectra from this region displayed only σ bonding 

at 196.5 eV for the B-K edge and 420.5 eV for the N-K edge. The presence of only σ 

bonding is further evidence of the c-BN phase and is a characteristic of SP3 bonded 

materials [33-34]. Fig. 8a, a low magnification TEM image on carbon coated films, shows 

that the nanocrystalline c-BN grains can be well separate from other low-density phases of 

BNCO and t-BN obtained after ultrasonicating for 1200 seconds. High resolution TEM 

images (Fig. 8b) confirm that the fine spherical grains have lattice spacing of about 0.21 

nm, as estimated using line intensity profiles (Inset Fig. 8b), and compare well with c-BN 

oriented along a <110> zone axis. 

Figure 9 provides a comparison of threshold pressures for the formation of c-BN 

using different initial crystalline and amorphous precursors with their catalysts [1,4,12-23, 

37]. The graphical plot clearly illustrates that the introduction of amorphous starting 

material seems a promising route to achieve c-BN at relatively low pressures as compared 

to high crystallinity in h-BN. In our work, we have observed formation of nanocrystalline 

c-BN at relatively low pressures as made possible by the incorporation of metastable 

precursors into plasma spray processing.  

 

4. Discussion 

The microstructural observations of nanocrystalline c-BN formation can be 

rationalized by considering the influence of four key parameters: the initial precursor, the 
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catalysts, the chemical reactions and the rapid deposition that occur during the plasma 

spray process.  

The effect of using an amorphous BNCO precursor on the formation of c-BN during 

the plasma spray process was evaluated in this study and was found to significantly reduce 

the high pressures required for the phase transformation.  The precursor that was 

synthesized from C3H6N6 and H3BO3 had an amorphous structure containing boron, 

carbon, nitrogen and a small amount of oxygen indicating the form is BNCO with no 

microscopically detectable ordered structure as shown in Fig. 1. Also, the BNCO precursor 

was found to have weak chemical bonding between the atoms, which is the result of Pi 

bonds that may easily melt and reduce the activation energy barrier for the formation of c-

BN during the plasma spray process (Fig. 1e). Lorenz et al. in-situ high pressure-high 

temperature XRD observations demonstrated that a-BN leads to a considerable reduction 

of the temperature and pressure (1200oC and 7GPa) need to transform a-BN to c-BN [38]. 

By comparison, the ordered t-BN precursor to c-BN formation proceeds through an 

intermediate h-BN at relatively a higher temperature and pressure (1450oC and 8 GPa) and 

is accompanied by a lower rate conversion from h-BN to c-BN [19, 38]. These references 

coupled with our observations suggests that using metastable precursors with a high 

number of structural imperfections facilitated the phase transition to c-BN by reducing 

required processing pressures and temperatures to those accessible by plasma spray 

processing. 

The addition of H3BO3 and -B catalysts to the metastable BNCO precursor also 

played an important role in obtaining stoichiometric BN phases and enhancing c-BN 

formation. On average the initial a-BNCO precursor was found to have approximately 15 
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at. % boron compared to ~40 at. % of each carbon and nitrogen (Fig. 1f).  A key finding in 

the current study is the fact that we can increase the boron content by adding H3BO3 and 

β-B catalysts to the precursor powders (Fig. 5e).  We found that plasma spraying a-BNCO 

particles with only the H3BO3 catalyst induced a phase transition, which formed a 

stoichiometric t-BN and a small fraction of c-BN phase (Fig. 5 a, c). Further, addition of 

both H3BO3 and β-B to a-BNCO during plasma spraying resulted in a significant yield of 

nanocrystalline c-BN (Fig. 6 and 7). We speculate that the catalysts both increase the boron 

content and promote softening and melting of the a-BNCO particles in a manner similar to 

that reported in the belt chamber experiments of Lorenz et al. [39]. Lorenz et al. attributed 

the rapid nucleation of c-BN in h-BN (with a Mg3N2 catalyst at ~ 6GPa and temperatures 

above 1650oC) to the melting the h-BN and the formation of c-BN upon solidification [39]. 

Their results indicate that the application of appropriate high temperatures and pressures 

in the presence of a catalyst can lead to extremely fast formation of very small c-BN grains 

in a molten state. In this light, our results suggest that adding H3BO3 and β-B to a-BNCO 

enhanced melting and nucleation of c-BN phase during the high temperature plasma spray 

process. 

The chemical reactions of a-BNCO particles with catalysts during the plasma spray 

process can be estimated from the BN phases and compositions measured in postmortem 

XRD and TEM observations.  As we have confirmed from the TEM characterization, the 

addition of H3BO3 and -B to a-BNCO powders leads to the formation of stoichiometric t-

BN and c-BN nanograins without the presence of carbon and oxygen, as shown in Fig. 7 

and Fig. 8. The microstructural analysis suggests that the BNCO material is melted during 

plasma spraying and that the local chemical composition changes to BN phases before 
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deposition on a cooled substrate (Fig. 2). The average atomic percentages measured by 

EELS of the precursor, a-BNCO, was 15% boron, 40% carbon, 40% nitrogen, and 5% 

oxygen. These atomic percentages can be taken as the effective stoichiometry of the a-

BNCO particles, thus the starting precursor was effectively 𝐵3𝐶8𝑁8𝑂1. The chemical 

reactions that occur during vapor phase reduction can be estimated using the starting 

compositions of the precursor and catalysts, the relative amount of each, and the gases that 

are present and the resultant equation is similar to what Yoon et al. [40] and Choi et al. [41] 

previously suggested. 

3(𝐵3𝐶8𝑁8𝑂1)𝑠 +  4 𝐻3𝐵𝑂3(𝑠) + 24 𝐵(𝑠) + 𝑁2(𝑔) + 𝐻2(𝑔) + 8𝑂2(𝑔)

→ 18 𝐵𝑁(𝑠)+  𝐵3𝐶8𝑁8𝑂1(𝑠) + 𝐵2𝑂3(𝑠) + 2 𝐻3𝐵𝑂3(𝑠)

+ 12 𝐵(𝑠) +  4 𝐻2𝑂(𝑔) + 3𝐶𝑂2(𝑔) + 13𝐶𝑂 (𝑔)   

 

(1) 

 

XRD and TEM observations of the plasma sprayed products point to the presence 

of t-BN and c-BN in addition to unreacted B3C8N8O1, H3BO3 and B initial precursor and 

catalysts. Choi et al. reported that a-BN with B2O3 liquid easily crystallizes and transforms 

to c-BN around 4 GPa [41]. Based on our experimental observations, we argue that the 

BNCO precursors melted during the plasma spray process and decomposed producing 

various gases and resulting in a structural transformation into stoichiometric BN. 

Local impact pressures associated with deposition may have played a role in the 

formation of both t-BN and c-BN. The impact pressure on BNCO materials was estimated 

by assuming the shock wave is generated when the melt particles impact on the cooled 

substrate [44-46]. In the present case, the instantaneous Hugoniot pressure 𝑃𝐻 upon impact 
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on the substrate is calculated from the Rankine Hugoniot equation [47]. For a simple shock 

wave in a material at rest;  

𝑃𝐻 = 𝜌𝑜𝑈𝑠𝑈𝑝    (2) 

  where 𝜌
𝑜
 the density; particle velocity (𝑈

𝑝
); 𝑈𝑠 is the shock velocity.  

The shock velocity [48] can be written 

𝑈𝑠 = a + bUp      (3) 

 

a = Sound velocity; b is Gaussian parameters can be expressed as 

𝑏 = 0.5 + (
3𝛼𝑘

2
) 𝜌𝑜𝐶𝑣   

(4) 

 

where  is thermal expansion coefficient, 𝑘 is the bulk modulus; 𝐶𝑣 is specific heat 

at constant volume. 

The estimated pressure range is between 1.4 to 3.1 GPa which is significantly lower 

than the pressures that have reported for the formation of c-BN [1,4,12-23,37]. When 

velocity of the impacting particle is 515 m/s, density is ~2 g/cc and velocity of the sound 

in isotropic materials is between 1400 to 3000 m/s [26, 49]. The local impact pressure may 

have assisted in the formation of c-BN but it is too low to be the critical cause of this 

transformation.  Moreover, dissipation of the total energy as heat, work hardening, or phase 

transformations would further lower the impact pressure and its influence on the formation 

of c-BN.  Taken as a whole, our result suggest that the formation of c-BN occurs because 

of an interplay between multiple factors, including but not limited to the use of an 

amorphous precursor, the role of the two catalysts as well as the temperature and impact 

pressure associated with the plasma spray process.  
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5. Summary and Conclusions 

In this work we have systemically studied BN phase evolution associated with 

plasma spraying and found that incorporating metastable catalysts with an amorphous 

BNCO precursor significantly lowered the threshold pressure for the formation of nano-

crystalline c-BN. The experimental evidence in support of this finding was qualitatively 

and quantitatively demonstrated with x-ray diffraction and TEM characterization. The 

main results are summarized as follows  

(a) TEM observations and EELS quantative analysis of the initial precursor showed 

primarily an amorphous BNCO that possessed significantly less boron (~20 atomic %) as 

compared to carbon and nitrogen. The addition of H3BO3 and B catalysts to the metastable 

a-BNCO precursor enhanced the boron content and also showed an effect on the formation 

of c-BN during plasma spraying.  

(b) Plasma spraying a metastable a-BNCO precursor with a H3BO3 catalyst resulted in 

crystalline BN phases, mainly t-BN with small trace amounts of c-BN phases. The TEM-

EELS quantitive composition analysis revealed the stoichiometric BN in a localized BNCO 

material.  

(c) TEM observations of a plasma sprayed metastable a-BNCO precursor with H3BO3 

and β-B catalysts revealed significant nanocrystalline c-BN formation with an average 

grain size of 6 3 nm.  High resolution TEM images show the lattice spacing of about ~0.21 

nm which compares well with simulated spacing’s of the c-BN phase. The EELS spectra 

of the fine grain size in BNCO material predominately displays only the  bonding for both 

B-K and N-K edge, which also confirms that these grains are c-BN.  
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(d) Analysis of BNCO particles in the plasma sprayed materials point to the 

decomposition of hydrates and carbides in the presence of a N2 atmosphere, which suggests 

melting and vaporization that would assist in the formation of the t-BN phase and the 

nucleation of small crystallites of c-BN. 

(e) Addition of -B with the a-BNCO and H3BO3 was found to enhance the kinetics of 

c-BN formation as compared to other polymorphic BN phases.  
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Tables 

Table 1. Plasma spraying parameters for a-BNCO+H3BO3 and a-BCNO+H3BO3+B 

mixtures 

Parameters a-BNCO+H3BO3 a-BNCO+H3BO3+B 

Plasma gas chemistry 100% N2 90% N2-10% H2 

Nozzle size of gun (inch) ½ ½ 

Current (A) 100 100 

Power (kW) 59 66 

Stand-off-distance (mm) 75 75 

Total gas flow rate (slpm) 200 200 

Carrier gas/flow rate (slpm) Ar/15 Ar/15 
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Table 2. Temperature (T) and velocity (V) measurement during plasma spray 

powders of a-BNCO+H3BO3 and a-BNCO+H3BO3+B.  

 

Run TGF 

(slpm) 

N2 

(%) 

H2 

(%) 

Ar 

(%) 

Power 

(kW) 

T50 V50 T75 V75 T100 V100 

Distance 

(mm) 

200     50 50 75 75 100 100 

1-1 200 10 0 90 27 3400 300 2850 278 ND ND 

1-2 200 10 10 80 40 3870 400 3340 340 ND ND 

1-3 200 100 0 0 59 4125 442 4241 438 4870 401 

1-4 200 90 10 0 66 3861 552 4230 515 4470 400 
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Figures 

Figure 1. Phase analysis and structural characterization of the heat-treated Melamine and 

boric acid precursor powders. (a) X-ray diffraction (XRD) shows significant peaks 

broadening suggestive of an amorphous phase. (b) A typical SEM image of precursor 

powders displaying a non-uniform surface morphology. (c) TEM bright-field (BF) and 

SAED pattern of the as-deposited material with a halo ring pattern consistent with the 

presence of an amorphous phase. (d) High-resolution TEM image confirming a completely 

amorphous structure. (e) EELS spectra of the as-deposited material identifying the 

presence of π and σ bonds associated with the K edges for boron (B), carbon (C), nitrogen 

(N) and oxygen (O). (f) EELS-based measurements of atomic composition of the BNCO 

deposition, taken at a number of different regions and showing large compositional 

variations. 
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Figure 2. Microstrucure of H3BO3 and β-B catalyst. (a) TEM image of H3BO3 shows the 

fibrous network structure (Inset zoom in image). (b) EELS spectra taken from the same 

region shows π and σ bonding in both B-K and O-K elements. (b) TEM image of β-B shows 

the amorphous structure. (d) EELS spectra shows only B-K elements with σ chemical 

bonding. 
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Figure 3. (a) A representative SEM image of pre-processed plasma spray BNCO material 

showing the spherical morphology with a particle size range from few hundred nm to 40 

µm (b) A schematic description of the plasma spray process employed to and achieved 

final powders product. The heat-treated precursor powders are injected into a high 

temperature plasma flame, where they are rapidly accelerated to a high velocity and locally 

melted, the molten particles are deposited on the substrate and rapidly cooled to form 

splats. (c) The collected post-processed plasma sprayed BNCO material is in irregular 

morphology. 
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Figure 4.  (a) Typical zoom-in SEM image of post-processed plasma sprayed BNCO 

material shows the signature of melt zone (white arrow). EDS maps (b-e) reveals melt zone 

are rich in B-N and B-O indicating the possible formation of boron nitride and boron oxide 

phases. 
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Figure 5. Plasma sprayed a-BNCO with the H3BO3 additive (a) XRD patterns evidence 

the presence of turbostratic BN (t-BN) and a small amount of unreacted H3BO3. (b) A low-

magnification TEM image showing thin irregular BNCO powder particles. (c) A SAED 

diffraction pattern taken from this region indicating the existence of crystalline phases, the 

extracted profile intensity of the SAED reveals the presence of t-BN with a small fraction 

of cubic BN (c-BN), but no h-BN phase. (d) High-resolution TEM image confirming the 

presence of t-BN and c-BN grains embedded in BNCO particles. (e) An EELS spectra 

taken from the region in (d) and evidencing π and σ bonds associated with the B-K edge 

and N-K edge. The π and σ bonds associated with the C-K edge and O-K edge is 

significantly reduced as compared pre-processed a-BNCO particles (f) Quantitative 

assessment of the edges revealed equal compositions of B and N and a reduction in carbon 

content to less than 20 atomic % wt. 
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Figure 6. Plasma sprayed a-BNCO with H3BO3 and B additives. (a) XRD analysis showing 

the presence of t-BN and c-BN in addition to unreacted H3BO3 and B catalysts. (b) A low-

magnification TEM images showing the presence of high-density fine crystallites within 

the BNCO deposited material. (c) A SAED pattern taken from the as-deposited materials 

and showing relatively sharp diffraction rings of uniform intensity, suggesting the presence 

of grains with random orientation. (a) Zoom-in TEM image reveals that the as-deposited 

BNCO material is composed of many nano-crystals. 
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Figure 7.  Experimental and simulated images of c-BN. (a) Grain size estimated from the 

plasma sprayed BNCO particles shows in the range of ~2 to 20 nm (Figure 5b and d). (b) 

A typical high-resolution TEM image taken along <110> orientation (as indicated by the 

FFT in the insert) and showing a nanograin within a-BNCO particles a lattice spacing of 

0.21 nm, which is indicative of cubic BN. (c) A higher magnification experimental image 

is compared with an image simulation (insert) that was produced using the crystal structure 

for c-BN, a thickness of 4 nm, and a defocus of +10 nm showing consistent with lattice 

space. The atomic position of boron and nitrogen are shown in the inset image (d) The 

EELS spectra of this nanoparticle reveals only σ-bonding for the B-K edge and the N-K 

edge and confirms the presence of the c-BN phase. 
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Figure 8. c-BN fine nanostructured microstructure. (a) TEM image shows the well separate 

c-BN fine grains from the plasma spray BNCO materials. (b) Zoom in Fourier filtered TEM 

image of fine grain size reveals the c-BN oriented along <110> zone axis. (b1) inset 

displays the line intensity profile estimated lattice spacing of 0.21 nm. 
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Figure 9. Graphical representation of published threshold pressure approaches for the 

formation cubic BN from the different precursors with their catalysts [1,4, 12-23, 37]. The 

present work shows relatively low pressure synthesis of c-BN with appropriate catalyst in 

a plasma sprayed process. 
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Abstract 

Emulsion detonation synthesis (EDS) is a recently developed process to synthesize 

nano-sized ceramics based on detonation of two water-in-oil emulsions. The process 

produces high pressure and temperature along with fast cooling, thus providing ideal 

environment for metastable phase formation.  Here we applied the process for the first time 

on hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN). Characterization studies demonstrated the formation 

of metastable explosion BN phase (e-BN) with grain sizes of 10-20 nanometers embedded 

in h-BN matrix. These findings support the potential use of EDS a novel and promising 

pathway for the synthesis of e-BN and other metastable BN phases. 

 

Keywords: Explosion Phase Boron Nitride, Emulsion Detonation Synthesis, Metastable 

Ceramic, High Pressure-High Temperature Synthesis.  
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1. Introduction  

Emulsion detonation synthesis (EDS) is a recently developed process for the 

synthesis of nanometer-sized ceramic materials based on the detonation of two water-in-

oil emulsions [1, 2]. The process can produce high pressures up to 10 GPa and high 

temperatures up to 2000°C along with a cooling rate as fast as 109 K/s. Thus, it can provide 

an ideal environment for nanometer- sized material to form. For example, the process has 

successfully synthesized nanostructured cubic zirconia (ZrO2), alumina (Al2O3), titanium 

dioxide (TiO2), spinel (MgAl2O4), aluminum nitride (AlN), magnetite (Fe3O4) and 

aluminum doped zinc oxide (AZO) ceramics [1-3]. In addition to the synthesis of 

nanometer-sized materials, we hypothesized the process could also provide an ideal 

environment for high pressure phases or metastable phases to form considering the high 

pressure, high temperature, and fast cooling rate produced by the process. Here we applied 

the process, for the first time, on boron nitride system. 

 Boron nitride (BN) has many polymorphs such as cubic, wurtzite, hexagonal, 

rhombohedral, turbostratic, tetragonal, explosion and amorphous phases [4-7]. Among 

these, cubic BN (c-BN), wurzite BN (w-BN) and explosion BN (e-BN) can be synthesized 

through high pressure-high temperature (HPHT) process. e-BN is one of the intermediate 

phases of BN with a metastable nature, which forms during the transformation process 

from the low-density phases, such as turbostratic (t-BN) and hexagonal (h-BN), to high 

density phases, such as w-BN and c-BN [8]. It exhibits attractive properties such as high-

energy band gap and potentially high bulk modulus. Further, the hardness of e-BN has been 

reported to be an order of magnitude higher than that of h-BN [9]. 
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2. Experimental Procedures 

 In this work, we report the observation of the formation of nanoscale metastable e-

BN phase formed by applying the EDS process on h-BN. We prepared an emulsion of two 

related phases: internal (aqueous) and external (insoluble). The internal phase contains h-

BN (Grade BN150, Kennametal, UK) with a particle size of D(90) = 14 µm mixed in mineral 

oil. Adding h-BN as a component for internal phase improves the particle distribution along 

the emulsion structure [10]. The external phase contains fuels that are miscible within 

hydrocarbons and their derivatives such as paraffinic waxes. The external phase provides 

consistency to the emulsion during the detonation [10]. Internal/external phases were 

designed based on the formulations calculated using THOR program [3]. Both phases were 

emulsified by mixing in a stainless-steel container with a static mixer. The emulsion thus 

formed was poured into a cylindrical polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) tube 70 mm in 

diameter and 210 mm in length: shockwaves require a tube length longer than 2-5 times its 

diameter to stabilize at a speed over 4000 m/s[10]. Both ends of the tube were closed with 

lids of the same material. Another emulsion called the initiator was inserted in the tube, 

which contained ammonium nitrate, water, and mineral oil with an emulsifying agent. The 

tube was placed into a reaction chamber and detonation was ignited by electrical detonator 

inserted into the initiator emulsion. After detonation, particles were collected from the 

sample collector attached to the reaction chamber. 

Interaction of detonation with the particles starts at the detonation front called the 

Von Neumann (VN) spike, where the maximum pressure is provided by shockwave. VN 

spike is followed by the reaction zone, where the chemical decomposition reaction occurs 

and ends in the Chapman, Jouguet (C, J) point in the case of ideal detonation [11]. As the 
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detonation front runs through the solid loading (h-BN) along with the reaction zone formed, 

high rate momentum and heat are transferred to the particles. As byproducts of the reaction, 

various gases (such as CO, CO2, H2O, NH3 and N2) form and expand, providing rapid 

cooling to the reaction product(s) [12].  

Detonation velocity was also calculated using the THOR program, which uses 

numerical methods. Spherical morphology was taken into account rather than flake or 

platelet to avoid further complexity. Pressure at (C, J) point was calculated according to 

the following equation. 

𝑃(𝐶, 𝐽) ≈ 𝜌 (𝑈𝑠)2/4 ,                   (1) 

where ρ is the emulsion density (g/cm3), and Us is the detonation velocity (m/s). Table 1 

shows compositions, densities of emulsions, calculated detonation velocity and pressure 

values.  

Initial h-BN powder and Emulsion Detonation Synthesized (EDS-ed) particles 

were analyzed using particle size analyzer, XRD, FTIR, and HRTEM coupled with energy-

dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDX). Particle size distribution was analyzed using laser 

diffraction particle size analyzer (Malvern Mastersizer 3000, United Kingdom). Phase 

identification and crystalline structure were analyzed using X-ray diffractometer 

(PANalytical, Netherlands) X’Pert Diffractometer: 45kV and 40 mA with Cu Kα 

(λ=1.540598 Å) radiation at a scanning rate of 0.04°/min. Bonding characteristics were 

analyzed using FTIR spectrometer (Mattson Instruments Galaxy 5000 Series, Wisconsin). 

Morphology, crystal structure, and lattice spacing were analyzed using TEM microscope 

(Philips FEI CM-300, Netherlands) with incident electron beam energy of 300 keV. The 

elemental analysis was done using EDX detector (Oxford, United Kingdom). 
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3. Results  

Fig. 1 (a) shows the XRD patterns of EDS-ed particles compared to the initial h-

BN. EDS-ed particles showed additional peaks that match either e-BN or ZrO2 apart from 

the peaks of h-BN: the presence of ZrO2 is caused by contamination from the detonation 

chamber. The peaks around 35.6°, 56.6° and 63.3° (in 2θ) correspond to reflections of 

(311), (333) and (440) planes of e-BN, respectively [13, 14]. The peak around 30.4° 

corresponds to (220) plane of e-BN and/or (101) plane of ZrO2 [13-15]. And the peak 

around 43.5° corresponds to reflections of (400) plane of e-BN and/or (101) plane of ZrO2 

[15].  

Fig. 1 (b) shows comparison of characteristic (strongest) peak of h-BN at 26.7° 

before and after the EDS process, which corresponds to (002) plane and provides an 

indication of change in structural ordering [16]. EDS-ed h-BN showed slight peak shift 

from 26.734° to 26.746°, which corresponds to decrease in interlayer distance from 0.332 

nm to 0.330 nm. It also showed peak broadening, increase in full width at half maxima 

from 0.253° to 0.338°, indicating that either crystallite size or 3-dimensional structural 

ordering of h-BN decreased after EDS process. 

FTIR spectroscopy was employed in order to investigate possible changes in the 

atomic bonding characteristics of the powders before and after the EDS process. Fig. 2 

shows FTIR spectra of initial h-BN and EDS-ed particles compared to the reference spectra 

of nanosized c-BN (H&M Analytical Inc., New Jersey) and e-BN (as originally reported 

by Batsanov et al.) [17]. The starting h-BN (Fig. 2a) consists of only sp2 bonding and shows 

two characteristic absorption bands at 800 cm-1 and 1367 cm-1, which are attributed to B-

N-B bending and B-N stretching vibrations, respectively [18]. Nano-sized c-BN (Fig. 2c) 
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predominantly consists of sp3 bonding and shows a broad absorption band centered around 

1100 cm-1, consistent with the typical c-BN absorption spectra reported in literature [19]. 

For e-BN, there exist significant discrepancies in literature with regard to absorption peak 

positions assigned to this phase. A number of narrow peaks in the range of 800-1200 cm-1, 

as shown in Fig. 2d, have not been observed in the follow-up FTIR studies of e-BN by 

other groups [20, 21]. Instead, the characteristic broad band of h-BN 1367 cm-1 was 

deconvoluted into several peaks in these latter studies, with an attempt to assign the 

resulting peaks at ~1550 cm-1 and ~1250 cm-1 to the vibrational modes of e-BN [20, 21]. 

We note here that this treatment of the absorption spectra as reported in references [20, 21] 

is highly debatable, as alternative peak deconvolution procedures are also possible. In our 

observations (Fig. 2b), EDS-ed particles show absorption features very similar to h-BN, 

which is in fact consistent with our XRD analysis, showing that the EDS’ed material is 

predominantly h-BN. One additional spectral feature of the EDS’ed material was the rather 

narrow and weak peak at 1135 cm-1 (Fig. 2b). The position of this band correlates with the 

characteristic features of sp3 bonded BN (cf. Fig. 2c). The observation of this peak in the 

EDS’ed material may suggest that some small amount of sp3 bonded BN has formed during 

the process. Observation of the absorption features of sp3 bonded BN may also be related 

to the e-BN phase, as the latter is known to contain both sp2 and sp3 bonding [21].   

To corroborate the XRD and FTIR results and identify a direct evidence for the 

formation of e-BN phase we further employed TEM analysis coupled with EDX (Fig. 3 

and 4). EDS-ed particles showed the typical thin and irregular sheets of h-BN containing 

nano-sized grains (Fig. 3a). The EDX spectrum (Fig. 3b), taken from the marked area in 

Fig. 3a, identified the presence of boron and nitrogen elements; peaks of Cu arise from the 
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supporting Cu-grid used. Selected area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern (Fig. 4a) taken 

from the fine particles of Fig.3a, identified the presence of crystalline phases. Intensity 

profile extracted from the SAED pattern (Fig. 4b) confirmed coexistence of e-BN phase 

along with h-BN phase [13, 14, 20]. Fig. 4 (c) and (d) show direct observations of e-BN 

phase in h-BN matrix, which has an approximate grain size of 10-20 nm. Fig. 4 (c) shows 

an e-BN grain projected along <111> orientation and lattice spacing values of 0.48 nm and 

0.24 nm along the (222) and (111) planes, which are consistent with the values theoretically 

calculated and experimentally observed for e-BN [13]. The matrix showed the lattice 

spacing of 0.219 nm of h-BN. Fig. 4 (d) shows e-BN grain projected along <211> and 

lattice spacing values of 0.48 nm and 0.295 nm, which match the values of e-BN phase.  

 

4. Discussion and Conclusions 

As shown above we observed the formation of e-BN phase, but not the high-

pressure/closely packed phases (c-BN or w-BN).  The absence of high-pressure phases can 

be explained based on the fact that formation of high-pressure phase from h-BN requires 

pressures typically in excess of 7 GPa, which is higher than the pressure calculated for the 

process conditions in this study, that is 5 GPa (see Table 1) [22]. The synthesis conditions 

and the nature of e-BN phase have been reported in literature. Batsanov et al. first reported 

e-BN phase by conducting a shock compression experiment using t-BN (so-called not-fully 

developed or disordered h-BN) as a starting material; however, the mechanism behind the 

e-BN formation was not discussed [17]. Later Akashi et al. carried out a multiple-shock 

compression study using well-crystallized h-BN and showed that h-BN transforms to t-BN 

and w-BN by a first shock. Thereafter, the newly formed t-BN transforms into e-BN by a 
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second shock [23]. Nameki et al. further investigated e-BN formation from t- BN precursor 

under shock-compression and showed that e-BN forms only if the cooling rate is high 

enough, otherwise e-BN transforms to t-BN due to high residual temperature [13].  

Taking into consideration the above and the principle of EDS process, we speculate 

e-BN phase forms as follows during the process. Due to pressure and temperature 

generated by detonation, h-BN particles experience structural disordering. Depending on 

the peak pressure and temperature that is reached, local areas of the particles further 

experiences a transformation to metastable e-BN phase. Then, depending on the cooling 

rate provided by the out gases, metastable e-BN phase stabilizes in case that fast cooling is 

provided. 

The local and limited formation of e-BN phase are closely related to three 

parameters: (i) pressure fluctuations and hot spot formation, (ii) particle size, and (iii) 

cooling rate. As the shock wave propagates during the detonation, the pressure that 

particles experience fluctuates and creates hot spots [24]. The regions that experience both 

the structural disordering and hot spot may only transforms to metastable e-BN. Other 

regions would only show structural disordering. In addition, particle size larger than 

reaction zone results in limited or no reaction according to detonation theory [24]. The D(90) 

particle size of h-BN used in this study was around 14 µm; whereas the length of the 

reaction zones typically varies from a few microns to a few hundred microns in the case of 

liquid explosives [25-27].  Thus, the region of particles, which does not experience high 

pressure required for e-BN formation, naturally would maintain the hexagonal structure, 

leading to only local and limited formation of e-BN phase in h-BN matrix. Moreover, 

cooling rate is another crucial parameter that determines the degree of phase transformation 
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as it effects the retention of resultant phase(s) during the process. Higher cooling rate yields 

more formation of the metastable phase(s) [13, 28]. In our case, it is highly possible that 

part of the initially formed metastable e-BN phase transformed back to stable h-BN phase 

during cooling, where the particles do not experience a sufficiently high cooling rate. We 

suggest that by using finer h-BN particles along with an increased cooling rate the 

formation of e-BN phase and its retention would improve. Related works are underway 

and will be the subject of a separate paper.  

In summary, we applied EDS process, for the first time, on h-BN to evaluate its 

feasibility for the synthesis of metastable e-BN phase. We observed local formation of 

metastable e-BN phase in h-BN. Possible mechanism and key parameters for the formation 

of e-BN during the process were discussed to provide insight on further improvement in 

the formation and retention of e-BN phase. These findings demonstrate that EDS process 

has potential to synthesize metastable e-BN phase.  
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Tables 

Table 1. The composition and density of prepared emulsions and corresponding calculated 

values of detonation velocity and pressure obtained from EDS process.  

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

h-BN % wt 

in emulsion 

Oil % wt  

in emulsion 

Emulsion 

Density (g/cm-3) 

Calculated Detonation 

Velocity (m/s) 

Calculated Pressure 

P(C,J) 

10 15 1.1 4300  5 GPa 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. XRD analysis of powders before and after EDS. (a) (311), (333) and (440) peaks 

of e-BN phase revealed at 2θ≈ 35.6°, 56.6° and 63.3°, respectively. h-BN, e-BN and ZrO2 

peaks are indexed as ▲, ▼and ●, respectively. (b) Normalized XRD pattern shows 

broadening at 2θ≈ 26.6° of h-BN (002) compared to starting BN powders, which is 

indicative of decrease in either 3-dimensional structural ordering or crystallite size.  
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Figure 2. FTIR spectra of the powders (a) before and (b) after the EDS process. Starting 

h-BN powders exhibit two relatively narrow bands at 810 cm-1 and 1378 cm-1 that are 

attributed to h-BN vibrational modes. EDS’ed powders revealed additional narrow band at 

1135 cm-1 as shown in the magnified inset spectrum, possibly indicating sp3 bonding.  FTIR 

spectra of (c) commercial nanosized c-BN and (d) e-BN (Ref. 21) are included for 

comparison. The spectrum of t-BN is identical to that of h-BN. 
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Figure 3. Microstructure and elemental analysis of EDS’ed powder: (a) Low magnification 

TEM image shows the sheet-like morphology. (b) EDX spectra taken from the 

corresponding area (dotted circle) in (a) shows that powder EDS’ed powder mainly 

contains B and N elements. 
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Figure 4. (a) SAED pattern taken from the region of Fig. 3 indicating the existence of 

crystalline phases, (b) the extracted profile intensity vs. d spacing values of the SAED 

reveals the presence of e-BN and h-BN. (c) HRTEM image taken along <111> orientation 

shows lattice spacing values of 0.48 nm and 0.24 nm along the (222) and (111) planes. (d) 

A zoom in HRTEM image taken along 〈211〉 orientation and corresponding FFT inset 

image also confirms the e-BN phase, with lattice spacing of 0.480 nm of (111) plane and 

0.295 nm of (220) plane. 
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Abstract 

Emulsion detonation synthesis (EDS) is a newly developed process to synthesize 

nano-sized ceramic powders based on the detonation of two water-in-oil emulsions. The 

process provides high pressure and temperature along with rapid quenching. In this work, 

we report the formation of wurtzite phase BN (w-BN) for the first time by EDS process, 

using hexagonal BN (h-BN) as the precursor. Characterization studies demonstrated the 

formation of w-BN with sizes varying from nanometer to micrometer scale either 

embedded in or grown from h-BN matrix. These findings provide a new avenue to 

synthesize metastable and superhard BN phases.  

 

Keywords: Wurtzite phase boron nitride; Hexagonal phase boron nitride; Emulsion 

detonation synthesis; Transmission electron microscopy (TEM); Electron energy loss 

spectroscopy (EELS). 
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1. Introduction  

Emulsion detonation synthesis (EDS) is a newly developed industrially scaled 

process to synthesize nanometer-sized ceramic powders based on the detonation of two 

water-in-oil emulsions.1- 3 The process can produce high pressures up to 10 GPa and high 

temperatures up to 2000°C along with a fast cooling rate of 109 K/s, which provides a 

favorable environment for nanometer-sized material to form.1-4 When compared to 

conventional detonation synthesis that uses military explosives, although it can not reach 

the same pressure and temperature levels, EDS method has an enormous flexibility in terms 

of taylor-made synthesis approaches, since it allows among other aspects: i) homogenous 

dispersion of starting precursors, thus ensuring an effective shock transmission between 

the detonation wave and starting precursors and ii) control of the detonation atmosphere 

by controlling the composition of emulsion, e.g. introducing nitrogen-rich compounds 

and/or oil emulsions, to prevent oxidation during the reaction.1-3 Prior work showed that 

nanostructured cubic zirconia (ZrO2), alumina (Al2O3), titanium dioxide (TiO2), spinel 

(MgAl2O4), aluminum nitride (AlN), magnetite (Fe3O4), and aluminum doped zinc oxide 

(AZO) ceramics can be successfully synthesized by this process.1-4 

 Recently, we demonstrated that this novel technique could also be employed to B-

N systems.5 Boron nitride is a widely used ceramic material with many known polymorphs 

such as high-density phases (e.g; cubic and wurtzite (metastable) structures), and low-

density phases (e.g. hexagonal, rhombohedral, turbostratic, explosion, and amorphous 

structures).6-10 Among these, cubic BN (c-BN), wurzite BN (w-BN), and explosion BN (e-

BN) can be synthesized through high pressure-high temperature (HPHT) process e.g. 

dynamic shock or static high-pressure methods.11-13 In particular, cubic and wurtzite 
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crystals are dense and close-packed, exhibiting unique properties such as high hardness 

(due to diamond-like covalent sp3 hybridized bonds), high thermal conductivity, high wear 

resistance, and higher chemical resistivity against ferrous alloys.8,14,15 These attractive 

properties make the high-density phases of BN superior to diamond, as diamond 

deteriorates when used to machine ferrous metals or their alloys.8,16-18 

  In our previous work, we have suggested that EDS could be a potential route to 

synthesize metastable or high-density BN phases due to the HPHT and the rapid quenching 

environment the process provides.5 We demonstrated the formation of metastable e-BN 

grains, 10-20 nm in size, embedded in an h-BN matrix, for the first time by applying the 

process on h-BN at 5 GPa.5 This finding encouraged us to further explore the application 

of EDS process on B-N system with the aim to synthesize other metastable or high-density 

BN phases.  

In this work, we succeeded in raising the pressure generated during the process 

from 5 GPa to 7 GPa by increasing the emulsion density and we observed the formation of 

metastable w-BN for the first time through EDS process.  

 

2. Experimental Details 

Detonation velocity and pressure were calculated based on experimental 

parameters using the THOR program (see Table 1), which uses numerical equations to 

assess the reaction environment of the detonation/reaction system.4 Details of calculations 

and the experiments, and reaction mechanisms involved in the process are shown and 

discussed in our earlier work.5 Phase structure was identified by X-ray diffractometer 

(XRD; PANalytical X’Pert, Netherlands): 45kV and 40 mA with Cu Kα (λ=1.540598 Å) 
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radiation at a scanning rate of 0.04°min−1. Chemical bonding characteristics were 

determined using a Fourier transform infrared spectrometer (FTIR; Mattson Instruments 

Galaxy 5000 Series, Wisconsin). Particle morphology and crystal structure were studied 

using transmission electron microscopy (TEM; Philips FEI CM-300, Netherlands) with 

incident electron beam energy of 300 keV. The bonding structures of various BN phases 

were identified using scanning transmission electron microcopy (STEM) coupled with 

electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS) that is equipped on a TEM (JEOL 2100F, Japan). 

 

3. Results 

XRD pattern of EDS’ed particles is shown in Fig. 1a.  The spectral range of interest 

is centered on between (2θ) ~ 40-65°, where the corresponding major peaks of w-BN and 

h-BN are mainly located. The peaks around 41.60°, 43.85°, 50.16°, 55.10°, and 59.50° (in 

2θ) match the reflections of (100), (101), (102), (004), and (103) planes of h-BN, 

respectively.19,20 Further, the peaks around 40.80°, 42.75°, 46.30°, and 60.55° (in 2θ) match 

the reflections of (100), (002), (101), and (102) planes of w-BN.21 As such, XRD analysis 

suggested the presence of hexagonal and wurtzite phases of BN, with h-BN as the dominant 

phase.  

FTIR spectroscopy was employed to see the change in atomic bonding 

characteristics of the material before and after EDS process. Fig. 1b shows FTIR spectra 

of starting h-BN (Kennametal, UK) and EDS’ed particles along with reference materials: 

commercial w-BN and c-BN (UK Abrasives, USA). The initial h-BN only consists of sp2 

bonding and showed two typical absorption bands at 816 cm−1 and 1378 cm−1
,
 which are 

attributed to B-N-B bending and B-N stretching vibrations, respectively.22 Sp3 bonded 
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commercial c-BN showed a broad absorption band from around 800 and 1200 cm−1 with a 

narrow peak around 1090 cm−1. w-BN also consists of sp3 bonding and showed a narrow 

peak around 1090 cm−1 with an accompanying lower intensity peak at 1250 cm−1. EDS’ed 

particles mainly showed similar features to h-BN, but also showed a broader absorption 

band around 1000-1150 cm−1 with a narrow peak at 1090 cm−1, which matches the 

absorption bands of both w-BN and c-BN. This observation indicates the existence of sp3 

bonding in the EDS’ed material, supporting the prior XRD analysis results that showed the 

coexistence of w-BN with h-BN as shown in Fig. 1a.   

To support our observations and obtain direct evidence for the formation of w-BN, 

we employed TEM analysis coupled with energy dispersive X-ray (EDX) spectroscopy 

and electron energy-loss spectroscopy (EELS). Fig. 2a shows the representative 

microscope image of EDS’ed powder, which has irregular shape with wrinkling and shows 

phase contrast within the sheet. EDX spectroscopy mapping detected only B and N, 

indicating the sheet is BN. Analysis of selected area electron diffraction (SAED) of the 

entire sheet confirmed the coexistence of h-BN and w-BN (see Fig. 2b). To obtain 

information on the phase contrast within the sheet, EELS spectra were taken from two areas 

with different contrasts (marked as 1, and 2 in Fig. 2a). EELS spectra taken from area 1 

displayed B-K and N-K edges exhibiting both π (189-195 eV for B, 395-401 eV for N) and 

σ (195-220 eV for B, 401-447 eV for N) bonding signatures (Fig. 2c).23 EELS spectra taken 

from area 2 displayed B-K and N-K edges exhibiting only σ bonding signatures (Fig. 

2d).24,25 The presence of both π and σ bonding indicates the typical interlayer and intralayer 

bonding consisting of sp2 bonds, which corresponds to h-BN, and the presence of only σ 

bonding indicates that the bonding consists of sp3 bonds only, which corresponds to w-
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BN.8,24,25 Therefore, these results indicate that EDS’ed particles consist of sp3 bonded w-

BN embedded in sp2 bonded h-BN.  

Since π-bonding signature is present in h-BN but not in w-BN, this provides a 

means to map the size and distribution of w-BN. Fig. 3 shows TEM images and EELS 

mapping results on an EDS’ed particle. EELS mapping based on the energy range from B-

K edge (189-220 eV) showed relatively uniform intensity on the map (Fig. 3c). However, 

when only the π bonding signal of boron is selected (189-195 eV), the most apparent 

feature is the low signal intensity regions marked by white arrows in Fig. 3d. These regions 

still consist of boron without the π bonding signal, indicating they are w-BN grains 

embedded in an h-BN sheet. The size of the w-BN particles is about 50 to 250 nm. Similar 

observations were made in the N-K edge maps (Figs. 3e and 3f), where the regions marked 

by white arrows in Fig. 3f are also free of π bonding signal of nitrogen.  

Figure 4 shows another EDS’ed particle analyzed using STEM-EELS mapping 

technique. In this case, a large portion of the h-BN sheet transformed to a w-BN grain ~ 1 

micron in size. Fig. 4c and 4e show total counts of B and N respectively. Figure 4d and 4f 

show a lack of the π-bond counts of B and N on the right part of the sheet, indicating about 

half of the h-BN sheet in the region of interest transformed to w-BN. We note that in both 

high angle annular dark-field (HAADF) micrographs (Figs 3b and 4b), several small bright 

particles are present, with their higher brightness suggesting a higher atomic number. 

Indeed, EDX spectroscopy revealed that these particles are rich in heavier elements (e.g. 

Zr, Cr, Fe, etc.), which are contaminants resulting from the EDS process and should not be 

confused with the BN grains.  
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4. Discussion 

Taken together, we observed the formation of w-BN; showing either (i) grain-like 

morphology that is embedded in an h-BN matrix or (ii) sheet-like morphology grown from 

h-BN sheets. Prior studies demonstrated the transformation of h-BN to w-BN by employing 

static high-pressure methods, dynamic shock compression, detonation synthesis, or pulsed 

mechanical treatment (planetary milling).8,12,13,21,25-34 However, the pressure 

required/generated for the transformation from solely h-BN to w-BN varied between as 

low as 6.7 GPa in static high-pressure methods, 12 GPa or higher in dynamic shock 

compression methods, and 20-25 GPa in detonation synthesis method.8,32,33 In this study, 

the pressure (7 GPa) generated to obtain w-BN is close to the lowest pressure reported in 

static high-pressure methods.  

Limited formation of w-BN phase in this work is assumed to be closely related to 

certain parameters: (i) Pressure fluctuation and hot spot formation: While the shock wave 

propagates during the detonation, the pressure that particles experience fluctuates and 

creates hot spots.35 The regions that experience both the structural disordering and the hot 

spot formation might transform to w-BN while other regions would only show structural 

disordering. (ii) Particle size of the starting h-BN: Particle size larger than the reaction zone 

results in limited or no reaction according to detonation theory.35 In liquid explosive 

systems, length of the reaction zones typically varies from a few microns to a few hundred 

microns.35-38 Considering the D(90) particle size of h-BN used in this study, which is around 

14 µm,  the region of particles which does not experience high pressure due to the limited 

reaction zone would naturally maintain the hexagonal structure. (iii) Cooling rate: It has 

been shown by previous research that cooling rate is another important aspect for 
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detonation systems. Higher cooling rate yields higher yield and higher retention of the 

formed metastable phase(s).25,39 In our case, it is highly possible that part of the formed 

metastable w-BN transformed back to h-BN through the excess heat in the system. Slow 

cooling rate therefore results in less efficient retaining of w-BN phase formed during the 

reaction. Considering the parameters and mechanisms discussed above, we suggest that 

increasing pressure and cooling rate by changing the emulsion/explosive chemistry, and 

decreasing the particle size of the starting powder would result in a higher w-BN yield, and 

possibly the formation of c-BN as well. The study related to these suggestions is underway 

and will be the subject of a separate paper. 

 

5. Conclusions 

In summary, we applied EDS process on h-BN at 7 GPa to evaluate its applicability 

to synthesize metastable or high-density phases of BN. We made direct observation on the 

formation of metastable high-density w-BN phase either embedded in or grown from h-

BN matrix. Possible mechanism and parameters for the formation of w-BN during the 

process were discussed to provide insight on further improvement in the formation of w-

BN. These findings demonstrate that EDS process has potential to synthesize metastable 

and high-density phases of BN ceramics.  
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Tables 

Table 1. The physical and chemical properties of the prepared emulsions and 

corresponding values of calculated detonation rate and pressure for EDS process.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

h-BN % wt 

in emulsion 

Oil % wt  

in emulsion 

Emulsion 

Density (g/cm-3) 

Calculated Detonation 

Velocity (m/s) 

Calculated 

Pressure P(C,J) 

10 15 1.18 4900  7 GPa 
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Figures 

 

Figure 1. XRD and FTIR spectra of EDS’ed particles (a) (100), (002), (101), and (102) 

peaks of w-BN phase revealed at 2θ ≈ 40.80°, 42.75°, 46.30°, and 60.55° respectively. (b) 

EDS’ed particles revealed a narrow band at 1090 cm−1, which match the absorbance bands 

of commercial wurtzite and cubic BNs, indicating sp3 bonding.  
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Figure 2. TEM and EELS analysis of the EDS’ed particles (a) Bright field image of the 

particle shows irregular morphology with absorption and diffraction contrast (b) SAED 

taken from entire grain with corresponding d-spacing analysis indicates two sets of 

diffraction pattern: wurtzite and hexagonal phases. EELS spectra (c) taken from Area 1 on 

(a) displayed π and σ bonding for boron and nitrogen, indicating the typical interlayer and 

intralayer bonding characteristics of sp2 bonded h-BN. (d) Area 2 displayed only σ bonding 

for boron and (d) nitrogen, indicating sp3 bonding. 
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Figure 3. TEM and STEM/EELS map analysis of the EDS’ed particles. (a) Bright field 

and (b) high annular dark-field (HAADF) micrographs display different contrast. Chemical 

mapping using the energy range from B-K edge (189-220 eV) showed relatively uniform 

intensity in (c) total boron count, however low intensity signal is observed in π count (d). 

A similar observation was made in the N-K edge map as shown in (e) total nitrogen counts 

vs. (f) only π count, indicating the sp3 bonded region is embedded in sp2 matrix.  
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Figure 4. TEM and STEM/EELS map analysis of the particle with sheet morphology. (a) 

Bright field and (b) high annular dark-field (HAADF) micrographs display different 

contrast. Chemical mapping using the energy range from B-K edge (189-220 eV) showed 

relatively uniform intensity in (c) total boron count. (d) Low intensity signal was observed 

in π count only (d). A similar observation was made in the N-K edge maps as shown in (e) 

total nitrogen counts and (f) only π count, indicating half of the h-BN sheet in the region 

of interest has transformed to w-BN. 
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Chapter 8. 

 

Conclusions 

This thesis has three main focuses. The first is to synthesize amorphous BCNO 

compounds and investigate how the synthesis conditions (such as H3BO3:C3N6H6 molar 

ratio in the starting composition and heat treatment temperature) impact the formation, 

chemistry, and degree of crystallinity of the synthesized BCNO. The second focus is to 

investigate the formation and structural ordering of BN from BCNO by subjecting BCNO 

compounds to high temperature and high temperature-high pressure treatments under 

equilibrium (conventional heat-pressure treatments) and non-equilibrium conditions (ultra-

fast heating and cooling with and without applying external pressures). The third and last 

focus is to synthesize metastable phases of BN under non-equilibrium conditions.  

BCNO compounds with various chemistries and degrees of crystallinity were 

prepared by systematically varying the H3BO3 to C3H6N6 ratio in the starting composition 

and the synthesis temperature. The prepared BCNOs were then subjected to post treatments 

such as high temperature and high temperature-high pressure treatments under various 

conditions. Results obtained through extensive characterization studies suggest that:  

a) Heating the H3BO3 and C3H6N6 mixture yields amorphous BCNO as 

intermediate compounds at low temperature regimes (< ~ 800°C), and long range 

crystallographic order of BN layers are formed at > ~ 800°C as H3BO3 content increases in 

the starting composition. 

b) Increasing the H3BO3 to C3H6N6 ratio promotes BN formation from BCNO 

matrix at lower temperatures and advances its structural ordering at certain temperatures 
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since the theoretical temperature for BN formation decreases with the increase in 

H3BO3:C3H6N6 molar ratio according to thermodynamical calculations based on the 

proposed reactions.  

c) Increase in synthesis temperature promotes crystalline BN formation from 

BCNO compound and advances its structural ordering since the reactions are endothermic. 

d) Crystalline BN grains form directly from BCNO matrix based on direct TEM 

observation and EELS analysis. 

e) Loading pressure of 1 GPa and heating temperature of 1200°C results in a more 

compressed layered structure of the resultant BN from BCNO. 

f) Plasma spraying amorphous BNCO compound results in crystalline BN phases: 

mainly t-BN with small amounts of c-BN phases. The TEM-EELS quantitative elemental 

analysis suggests stoichiometric BN formation in localized regions of the BNCO matrix. 

g) Plasma spraying amorphous BNCO compound with additional H3BO3 and 

boron, which behave as catalysts, significantly enhanced the formation of nanocrystalline 

c-BN. 

h) Emulsion detonation synthesis process was applied for the first time on h-BN at 

5 GPa and local formation of metastable e-BN phase in h-BN was observed. 

i) With increase in process pressure to 7 GPa, formation of metastable high-density 

w-BN phase that is either embedded in or grown from h-BN matrix was observed.  

j) Possible mechanism and parameters for the formation of e- BN and w-BN during 

the EDS process were discussed to provide insight on further improvement in the formation 

of metastable and/or high-density phases. Higher process pressures, cooling rate, and 
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particle size of starting powder are suggested to be the key factors that would affect the 

yield of the resultant BN phases.  
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Chapter 9. 

 

Future Work 

 Comprehensive studies were conducted on i) the synthesis of BCNO compounds 

with varying chemistry and degree of crystallinity and ii) the investigation of the formation 

and structural ordering of BN phases from BCNO compounds under various conditions 

such as conventional high temperature and pressure-temperature treatments and ultra-fast 

heating-cooling.  

 Based on the results obtained and shared in this thesis, there are some areas that 

could be explored further. Subjecting BCNO compounds either only to high pressure using 

diamond anvil cell or to higher pressure (5-10 GPa) and high temperature (1200-2000°C) 

using belt type apparatus could be tried. These studies would complete all possible 

experimental conditions in terms of conventional pressure and temperature treatments, and 

would thereby advance the understanding of the formation of high density and super hard 

BN and/or other possible super hard phases in B-C-N-O system. 

 The results obtained through emulsion detonation synthesis method suggest that it 

could be a promising technique to form not only metastable phases of BN, but also super 

hard c-BN. Some improvements/adjustments on the experimental conditions such as 

particle size of the starting powder, the pressure generated by the reaction, and cooling rate 

can be further explored to enhance the formation of metastable or high-density phases and 

the retention of resultant phases. 

 


